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;;he till in ilia lifeline, will head the
house conferences, who will Include
iitinuiimitutivpB Knrblv and Hays. An
effort will be made to agree on a re- port which both bouses of congress
can accent, so that the bill may be en- grossed and taken to the White House
jto become a law with President Wil
sen s signature ny i uesnay.
The principal points of differences
which will have to be agreed on or
compromised are the number of the
regional reserve banks, a guarantee of
deposits, the length of maturing of paper for re discount, at regional banks,
the percentage of gold reserve to be
required against the circulating notes
and the time limit of mortgages taken
when national banks would be permitted to make farm loans.
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The mileage of the new road as given in the incorporation papers is as
follows: Farmingtoii to .Moriarty, 2'A2
mih's. Santa Fe to Hoswell 222 miles.
Frost to llagan 14 miles, a total of 4K
miles all in New Mexico. Of this
mileage the line from Santa Fe to
Torrance is already In operation,!
while the line from Moriarity to Albuquerque Is graded.
W. H. Bucher of Ilillsboro, Is the
treasurer of the company and the in
corporation papers state that 10 per
cent of the amount of stock subscribed for has been paid into the
treasurer's hands.
Tile incorporation papers give the
capital stock as $12,000,0(10 divided inof
to 120.000 shares of a par value
The incorporators sub$100 each.
scribe for $ii00,ono worth of the capital stock, held as follows: W. S. Hopewell, $2H6,00); W. II. Hucher '$.1,000;
Herbert Green, $11)0.000; G. O. Winston $5,000, and E. W. Dobson, $5,000.
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nel Hopewell.
several of (lie directors of the Commereiiil club, looking to the raising of
some purl of the $12.",imif needed
NEW RAILROAD
from citizens of Albuquerque. After
the conference, President Kaseman
would give out none of the details of
what took place further than to say
thar the parlies ended just where they
had started.
Mr. Green stated that
he would
NEW MEXICO MUST RAISE $125,000
probably remain in the city for a day
or two before returning to Chicago.
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A parliamentary wrangle ensued and was made public by Acting Secretary of Wm. J. Leehan, did not murder
New York, Dec. 20. Referring to
Mexico City, Mex., Dec. 20. The
court of the Vnlted States in the
Mrs. Caroline Turner the mystery of the relations between the American French bankers.
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promotion charges, be pleased to know when and where. of a loan to the Mexican government,
I'J a vote of 211 to 51, the Demo- out from El Paso that the Spaniards calling for help. The defense con- lompaiiy and the Western Union have and that in fact the promoters would
"The money question, however, is sufficient to meet the bond interest
a
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crats voted down instructions
expelled by General Villa had made a tends that Mrs. Turner's death was in never beeu in the nature of a mer- - not handle cent of the money. The the main question. $!mio,ooo,imio would payments falling due in January, was
some way connected with this auto- ger. The development or tne mutual people of New Mexico, he said, would not be a lookln. The Hell Telephone arranged today through the Banque
by Representative Mann to substitute public demonstration in favor of
Hitchcock bill. During the debate, tervention by the United States or mobile incident and that Moriarty is relations has been of a complimentary deal directly with the French bank- companies alone would demand more de Paris et des Pays Has.
" wouiu turn tne money overlthan that Then there are the thou- - j The group is composed of ParlB,
Representative Glass declared that no shave committed other acts of ques- - innocent.
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"fare has always been taken that
leaders predicted early action,
founded.
here to a stipulation tnat conviction lathing be done which would affect ureen. everytmng else will be clear :0Ver the country. The entire bill, in- - Paris banks will not advance more
"There are serious differences beThe department issued this sum- would be asked for first degree niur- - whatever competition might be consi sailing. A "tentative agreement," he eluding telegraph lines would be than their proportionate share of the
tween the two houses," said Represen- mary of late reports from Chihuahua: der only and that if Moriarty was not ered to exist.
declared, has been reached with the about $2. .VM.uoo.oao, which is about amount underwritten by the group,
tative Glass, "and I cannot see any
"The confiscation of Spanish prop- guilty of that crime he was not guilty
of the national debt in the
The negotiations
were conducted
"If a real merger were made and trustees for the bondholders of the
prospect of an immediate agreement." erty in Chihuahua is confirmed by at all.
time given to complete the merger, present company, by which, after the close of the civil war. when many in- here but the amount of the loan anj
In closing his speech for the de- some economies and additional new expense, of the litigation
General
Then, after the house had wrangled state department advices.
in which telligent men despaired of the solv-- the terms on which it is to be ad- back and- forth for more than four Villa is said to claim that the expul- fense W. H. Jayne denounced the services of advantage to the public the New Mexico Central is now in- ency of the republic.
vanced were not disclosed.
hours. Speaker Clark finally got to a sion of the Spaniards saved their lives methods of the prosecution. The
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said,
point
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been done already, it is believed,
ferees and he formally named Repre- the populace. Participation in politic- been worked up by detectives as a be allowed to stand, it is probable the work of development will begin would be entirely lost because under
ENROUTE BACK TO PARIS.
sentatives Glass, Korbley and Hayes. al affairs is also charged but these "commercial undertaking" to advertise that some additional
without delay, subject, of course to government management the operat-thRome, Dec. 20. Da Vinci's "Mona
The guarantee of deposits amend persons who could prove themselves their profession. The state's evidence work may yet ,e accomplished.
ratification of the court.
ing expenses year by year would ex-- ! Liza" arrived here today from Flor- ment was passed during the fight on guiltless of participation will be per he asserted, was wholly circumstan-- :
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that Representagenerally
Further reports from Chihuahua say for Moriarty s movements on tne uay that ti,ere is some understanding ot which would in any way infringe on jto the contracts between the telegraph panied by Prof. Giovanni Poggi,
tive Glass and the house conferees
f
Villa denies ordering the
the alleged murder so closely that jwhat t.an be done and what cannot be the province of the court, and that all companies and the railroad.
r
n
of museums in Florence, and
'would stand against it.
of women and children-refu-- 1
ereater progress along the lines dealings between the parties were land found this out when it took over! ormiH nffifinlu Tlio train nn whirl
only seven minutes remained unac-ldnMeet.
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with the understanding
gees. They are said to be free to counted for, and it would have been d(lfin(,a can be expected.
that they the telegraph lines and then had to the painting was brought here was
cur- leave at will.
Preparing the administration
impossible for him to commit the mur..Tlie attorney general has been very niiiKt receive judicial sanction before pay the railroads nn enormous sum o j guarded along its entire route by solrency bill for President Wilson's sigA brief dispatch from Rear Admiral der within such a short time.
considerate of the material interests they could become effective.
jget full control of the telegraph lines jdiers in the same manner as a train
nature was begun today when house Fletcher says the situation at Tampieo
of the parties to the Inter- iwnicn was built on the railroads and bearing a royal personage,
of the companies so lar as consistem
.0ne
and senate conferees met to compro- lis unchanged.
WRECK ON T. & P. NEAR
with his public duty and his attitude view would go so far as to say that in which the railroads had an inter- The Mona Liza was taken from the
mise differences between the Owen
EL PASO INJURES MANY. was clearly reflected by the president, tne agreement with the trustee for jest, the same as in this country. The station to the
ministry of fine arts.
substitute as the measure was known HEAD OF TELEPHONE AND
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 20. Thirty-fiv- We think the problem has been work-- j the bondholders constituted
railroads were not modest in where it was inspected by the king
an
as it pased the senate, and the Glass
W. U. QUITS RAILROADING.
or forty people were injured 53 ed out to the best interest of the pub-- . tion on the bonds of the present com-- their demands and the result was of Italv and then consigned to Camilla
bill which was the administration
Boston, Mass., Dec. 20. Theodore miles east of El Paso this morning Iic an(j the companies."
pany or on any of Its property, which; 'hat a perfectly enormoirs and unex-- ; Barririe, French ambassador to Italy.
measure in the house.
N. Vail, president of the American when the Texas and Pacific passenger
To the foregoing,' Vice President ,)e bondholders virtually
own. It jpected sum had to he paid by the gov- On Monday he will return it tem- Senators Owen, Reed, O'Gorman,
Telephone and Telegraph company, train No. 3, west bound, left the track Kingsbury of the American Telephone was described throughout as a "ten- - ernment to the railroads to get rid porarily to the Italian government for
Pomerene, Shafroth and Hollis, Demo- resigned today from the directorate of due to a broken rail. The day coach. and Telegraph company, added that tative
agreement," but it was stated of the contract.
here, for three days. Aftercrats, and Senators Nelson, Bristow the Boston and Maine railroad. It was chair car, diner and one Pullman left no
"And as to service government ser- wards the picture is to be exhibited
plan for the disposal of the com- tnat (he agreement was in writing,
and Crawford, .Republicans, will rep- stated that Mr. Vail, who recently re- the track and many passengers sus
In the Western Union Asked
what time limit had been vice would be a joke compared with in Milan, before being handed over'
resent the senate in the conference. signed as a director of the New Haven tained bruises and cuts, but none were pany's holdings
had yet been considered.
placed on the agreement, Mr. Green present service. If you don't believe finally to the French authorities for
Chairman Glass of the house bank- railroad, desired to lessen his business killed. Doctors and nurses were sent
stated there was "ample time."
it, just try the government service
transportation to Paris, where It is to
ing committee, who was sponsor for responsibilities.
out from El Paso.
(
A conference was held yesterday telegraph and telephone in England." be replaced in the Louvre.
(Continued on page eight).

UP HITCHCOCK'S BILL

TELEPHONE

URGED

A tangled condition of affairs In Lincoln county, is evidently to be reveal
ed shortly by the developments of the
past 24 hours at Carrizozo, where Deputy Traveling Auditor T. J. Guilfoil is
making an examination of the books
of the county officials, judging by the
following message received today by
the New Mexican from its correspond
ent at Carrizozo:
"Carrizozo, N. 51., Dec. 20. Former
Deputy County Clerk Lee B. Chase
was arrested here last evening on
charges preferred by County Clerk A.
H. Harvey. Chase gave bond, and his
hearing was set for this morning. It
Is said proceedings may be instituted
against Clerk Harvey by his former
deputy. A shortage of $1000 has been
discovered In the accounts In the
clerk's office according to reports and
restitution has been made by the county clerk. Sentiment here is divided
as to who is responsible for the short'
These
age, the clerk or the deputy.
two men are associated
together in
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SATURDAY,

20,

GOVERNOR'S UISIT.
CATTLEMEN MEET) SCALY PSORIASIS ON
!

I WE

PREPARED

Ai RE

WD BROKE

Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 20. A large
IS AND LIMBS
party of Carlsbad people went to Ar-tesia Wednesday morning in autos to
meet Governor William C. McDonald
KE
BE WASHINGTON'S
NEW and
MAY
Adjutant General Harry T. Her- Small Dots Grew Larger, Scales
and escort them to Carlsbad. They
THE STORY OF OLE ring
SENATOR
Formed. Looked Horrible. Cuti-cuwere here to inspect the headquarters
B
Soap and Ointment Cured,
the
1st
of
battalion
and
BOOTFROM
Company
STRUGGLE
HANSEN'S
of the 1st Infantry of the New Mexico
LIKE national
AND PEDDLER IS
BLACK
guard. A luncheon was given
Troop H, Oth U. S. Cavalry; Camp
at the Bates. During the afternoon McCoy, Kparta, Wis. " I was troubled
FICTION.
with
was
psoriasis fur nearly two years. Por
the governor
shown the country
tions of my arms and limbs
find Irrigation works. In the evening
wore affocU'd mostly with it.
K. P. IJujac gave a dinner
in
Major
It appeared in scaly form,
Special Correspondence).
artSeattle. Wash., Dee. 20. Washing- honor of the governor and the
hrcaldng out in very small
dots and gradually grew
ton is getting ready to send another jutant general. Inspection was held in
larger and whilo scales formed
Hull Moose to keep Miles Poindexter the armory at 8 p. m. Company II is
when about tho sizo of an
Miles now in line shape, Capt. 'W. V. Dean hav
jconipuny in the senate.
Tho
ordinary match-heacom-- :
to
attention
the
much
given
ing
holds the distinction of being the only
looks of it was horrible, wliioli
A
ConnuerIn
Hie
puny.
reception
one on the job. but he will probably
mado it vory unpleasant for
cial club followed. A ball closed the 2i;o. It Itched a little at times.
jhave to share the honor with Ole
"
of
several
the
I
tried
day.
remedies, but the troublo
program
in 1013.
Oli! is one of the leading real
The winter term of court in Kddy seemed to grow worse instead of bet ter, and
tried several treatments which cured mo
county opens January 3th. Judge O. fjr a month, but it always broke out again.
A. Richardson drew the jury for the
( uc day a friend saw the advertisement of
term this week and nlso disposed of Cuticura Soap and Ointment in tho paper
some minor cases. The grand jury and I sent fur a sample. They helped mo, so
will convene January
5th and the 1 purchased two more boxes of Cuticura
f ::iimcnt and some Cuticura Soap and
petit jury a week later.
tl.;.v completely cured me. It took three
A largely attended meeting of cat-- !
months fur Cuticura Soap and Ointment
tlemeii was held in the court house to complete my cure." (Signed) Walter
1012.
Tuesday, about sixty being in attend-- i Mahony, Oct. 22,Cuticura
Soap and OintAlthough the
anoe. One of the matters up for con-- '
ment are most successful in the treatment of
sideration was the perennial drift affections of the skin, scalp, hair and hands,
fence question. Every time there is a they are also most valuable for everyday use
change in administration the situation in tho toilet, bath and nursery, because they
promote and maintain the health of the skin
becomes accute as the new officers
inutnriitlv nl'p nnf'imiliiai with pnnHI. and hair from Infancy to age. Sold everywhere. Liberal sample of each mailed free,
jtions. A committee was appointed to with 32d
Skin Book.
Address
look after this matter. Another mat
KCuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
ter is also puzzling the cattlemen. The
Men who shave and shampoo with Custate owns a large amount of grazing ticura Soap will And It best for skin and scalp.
land in Eddy county, hut so far the
plains stockmen have been unable to
BOUGHT
CATS
get leases.
j
The Hartford company began drill
AND PILE OF GOLD
ing for oil on Wednesday in McKit-trick draw, about 11 miles west of
Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 20. Five hunCarlsbad. The machinery is new, bedred stray cats, which had for years
is
from
and
the
east,
ing shipped
made their home within its walls, and
working well. The Carlsbad Oil and
twenty-dolla- r
gold pieces,
Gas company is getting ready to drill. a peck of
was the reward of W. G. Bailey, who
H.
come
in
Senator W.
Andrews will
and he personally in charge of the purchased the dilapidated dwelling
built In 1S40, which had been an eyework of setting up the drill.
sore in Wesson, Miss., for a score
John A. Hartshorn lias bought the of
years, and was reputed to be hauntholdings of I,, N, Hoag, east of Ma' ed.
This
taken
with
the
aga.
together
In tearing down the walls of the
j land he already
owned along th
Pecos river will make a fine location east wing workmen were thrown Into
for a hog ranch. Mr. Hartshorn will t panic when one room was opened
' frive hist jittpntinn tn the red hnnr pv. which was almost full of cats.
When the walls of the same room
i
clusively and manage his own place
!
were torn away a rich pile of twenty- hon
and
the
alfalfa
and
superintend
OJ.E HANSEN.
was
revealed,
goldpieces
farm of the Harroun Land company. dollar
Itate operators in Seattle. He hit the just across the river. Mr. Hartshorn amounting to $15,000.
town 11 years ago flat broke.
owns about 200 registered hogs and
Thereby hangs a little yarn about Mr. Harroun about 300.
j

j

i

uii t ui an Aiuas ui uci s,
large or small, on

u icirvv

ra

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
Ducks, Oysters, Extia rancy Holly, Wreaths,
AND

A

OYER

TON OF. XMAS CANDY

THE

AT

PRICE.

RIGHT

WINTER GROCERY

(LIGHT!
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to bj

IN

j

G

Han-!se- n

FEIOHST-H-

'

40.

!

desired.

j

!

;
j

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WOOSJ

Hd m?TAAiL

1

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

POWER
IS QUITE

j

-.

post-car-

500

The Denver & Rio Grande
RAILROAD COMPANY.
Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
FROM

all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
all stations in COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RY., COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R, R.
C

FARES
One

first-clas-

s

on

the

r & Rio Grande Ft. R.
o all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
by the use of one first class fare for the round trip to Pueblo
nver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
.

of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th,25th and 31st, 191 J, and Jan.

Return Limit, January 5th,
FOR

INFORMATION

1st, 1914.

1914.

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

M. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

ll'GflES,
President.

C. L. POLLARD,

N. M.

J.CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR

fotrhe

g,
Phone

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

LV

Your Business

Solicited.3

100 and 35 W.

NEW MEXICO

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY
R0SWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Soutlwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

War Department.

elects

11

years

regained his health.
Now he's a candidate for the. seat
of Senator Wesley h. Jones who voted
for Lorimer, and now seeks
tion. The wise ones see Jones' finish,
for Ole always wins.
Born 40 years ago in Racine, he
started in business as a shoe black.
He married at the age of 21. Both before and after his marriage he peddled
from door to door all over the country,
selling books .trinkets and little household Inventions. Then came the train
wreck in Texas, and his trip to
Seattle.
The first night in town broke, he
bought a grocery store. Later he en
tered the real estate business. He
played the square game and never had
a lawsuit.
About six years ago Ole broke Into
He walked into the office of
politics.
a big evening paper, laid his picture
on the editorial desk and asked for
the top half of the front page of the
next issue, in which to say that he was
a candidate for the legislature.
And If I am elected I will nose!
every race track in the state where
gambling is conducted,'" he added.
ITn Cnt if. U'IK
nnl
rt&r-lni-

cats-oru-

Ginning by states was as follows:
Alabama 1,444.603: Arkansas 884,- 702; Florida. 63.032; Georgia 2.213,436;
;
Louisiana 391.266: Mississippi
North Carolina 706,252; Okla
homa 791,623; South Carolina 276,402;
Tennessee 340.546: Texas 3,267,340;
all other states 99,760.
1,084,-584-

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

e.

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N, Sopt.

I

Marvel J?"15""
uoucne

Work for toe Neir Mexican.
II I
working for you, for Santa Fe and
th new state.

j

j

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

.ffir

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night

66-6-

2

d

HEINZ AND BLUE LABEL PLUM PUDDING.
CIGARS IN XMAS BOXES Osmundos, Tom Moore, Tiberius,

Little

Tom, Sierra Cruz and mary others.
FANCY TOBACCOS IN GLASS HUMIDORS.
EXTRA FANCY APPLES Jonathans, Winesaps,
Black Ben and others, $1.75 per box.
NUTS Walnuts, Almonds, Filbers, Pecans, Black

Gri.nes'

Golden,

Walnuts, Hickory
Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts, Etc.
Stuffed
IMPORTED CLUSTER RAISINS, Smyrna Figs in baskets,
Figs and Dates In Glass.
We will have everything obFRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
tainable in the Fruit and Vegetable line at this period of the
year.
POULTRY
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Springs and Hens.
FRESH MEATS
Beef, Pork, M tton, Lamb, Veal, Spare Ribe, Brains,
Wieners, Pigs Feet; also full line of Kosher Meats.
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
OYSTERS, SEALSHIPT AND . THE SHELL.
CHEESE AND DELICATESSA GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

We Guarantee Quality and Price on Everything
That Leaves Our Store!
GET THE HABIT! - GET THE HABIT I
THE

MODERN GROCERY

COMPANY.

Phone,

130 Main.

Next Door to Postoffice.

CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY

Our line of Xmas Delicacies this year is the
most complete we have ever had, and that
means the best in the city. We are listing a
few of the " Goodies " we are offering :
to 20c per lb. Huyler's ExquisChristmas candies, 12
ite Chocolates, 40c to $5.0 per box. Vassar and Nobility Chocolates, 35c to $2.50 per hex.
DECORATIONS
Tree decorations, tinsel, etc., from 1c up. Xmas
Bells, from 1c to 20c for t e large ones.
We will have a full Ine of Holly and Holly and ImmorGREENS
telles Wreaths,
Holly In bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
etc.
New Navels, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c, 50c and 60c per doz. Per
ORANGES
case, $3.50
3 for 25c, 10c and 20c.
FLORIDA GRAPE-FRUIIMPORTED MALAGA AND CA.IFORNIA RED GRAPES.
GERMAN CHRISTMAS CAKE.
LEBKUCHEN
PFEFFEHNUS E German Nut Cakes.
MRS. WARNER'S FRUIT CAKE.

to Torrance thence.

as
Best toiiffiaaiwiiMl or
West
Route
The

XMAS - XMAS

CANDIES

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

ASK FOR TICKETS

i

GINNED
PRIOR TO DECEMBER 13.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 20. Cotton
of the growth of 1913, ginned prior
to December 13, amounted to 12,923,-60- 6
bales, the census bureau announced today. Round bales included numbered 91,683; Sea Island 69.312 bales.

E. A. CAHOON, President.
E. RHEA, Vice President

COWARDLY CROWD
STANDS IDLY BY

J.

1913 COTTON

t.

Is Interested and should
know about the wonderful

Detroit, Dec. ?0. Crowds on the
Askyrmrdrueetstfof
Frantic survivors dragged injured com- sidewalk about him did not deter rt. line cannot supto
Fred
from
ply the MAKVEL,
beat
Hamilton,
starting
panions from the wreckage. Among his
accept no other, but
estranged wife when he met her genu stamp ror oook.
the rescued was an itinerant merchant
Gratiot
Marvel Co.. 44 .23.1 St.. R.T.
avenue
at
and
Farmer
street.
and his family.
After he had struck her several
A beam had fallen across his back
and he was paralyzed from the hips times Airs. Hamilton escaped from her
and ran througli
down. All their belongings were de- husband's grasp
stroyed and the flames formed a fun Farmer street to Monroe avenue, LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
eral pyre for his youngest daughter. where he overtook her. Hundreds
The doctor said there was no hope for 'ooked on, but no one went to the
WINDOWS, DOORS
the injured man and he was taken to!wom"i's rescue until Andrew Roach,
jhis home at Racine, Wis., to die.
ja lrafnc policeman, pushed his way
AND MOULDING
A few months later a camp wagon ,'hrough the throng.
me
with
a
for
little
crept slowly westward over dusty Da"Fight
while,!
kota roads.
The driver divided his you big bully," invited Roach, and he
attention between the team and the waded into Hamilton.
T.
SAWYER
strange figure of a man, who, supportThe erstwhile agressor was meek
ed by a chain attached to a hoop under when the
patrol came, a few minutes 22
San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
his shoulders, dangled from the end later. Hamilton, who is 35
years old
of a pole, half walking, half dragging and a bartender, was held on a
charge
SANTA FE, N. M.
in the rear.
of disturbing the peace.
It was the itinerant merchant giv
ing the doctors the lie learning to
walk again. His face was tense with
pain at times, but he joked with his
wife and children about his queer mis-- !

That's Ole.

:

Fer particulars snd Illustrated

Too much speed or a loose rail sent
the local for Macon, Texas, into the
ditch and in a twinkling, several cars
and a nondescript engine were 'scrapped.' A column of smoke replaced the
cloud of dust as it cleared away.

them.

Located In the beautiful Pecos
Vallejr,l,700fcetatoveaea level,
sunshine every day. Ones sir
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions tor physical
snd mental development sre
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern coheres.
Ten bui:dlnsSi
modern in every respect.

Every Woman

Ole.

When he drove into Seattle

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

1

ago after that five months' trip across
the plains, he was ragged, unkempt,
and broke; but he no longer dangled
from the hoop In the wagon. He had

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build
ing Materials of Every Description.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

!

steps.

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

AGENTS

1

i

fare for the round trip to all points

one-wa-

SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, f an rc a iy to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

ODE AND

ONE-THIR-

D

RATES
FARE

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the

A.T.&S. F.R.R.INNEW

MEX.,

Also to All Points on the

A.T.&S.F.R.

R. IN COLORADO,

Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and

3lst, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,
January 5th, 1914.
HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS IS TEACHERS
For tho benefit of Students ami teachers tickets will be
d
fare for the round trip beat rate of one and
tween all points in New Mexico, including Coast lines west
of Albuquerque, on December 19th and 20th on condition
that such parties present certificates from teacher or princisaid school.
pal of the school, showing attendance at
Minimum selling rate, $5:00, return limit January 5th,
sold

one-thir-

1914.

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT.
New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

I

SATURDAY.

DECEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

20,

GUARDING AGAINST CROUP.
s. pi. ill. (
Tl.n
Cm.,, .A n
a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
P. H. Ginn,
Compound in the hoime.
"My children
Mi.ldleton, Ga., writes:

I

j

For quick results, a
little WANT.

WAR WITH IMEXCCO.

Mt pay you

w

tQ WMte

and
instance they get prompt
pauy
are soon cured. We keep it at home
Sold
The
by
croup."
Cap
jmd prevent
itnl Pharmacy.

:i

NAl'fO.V
durliiK the
(jf 1HH must hi' lilwl in my
at Simla IV, Nrw M xtfo, iii or be-

KWisoil

I?H. I'iill Information
fore January
r. be chargrtgnnl In lli- grazing
ed ilnil blank form to !, us, d ill nutk-liifar'Plit-ailitiiwill In- - 1'unii.sHi'd upon
.
roqui-.stTHOMAS R. STKWART.
in

ATTORNEYSATLAW.
P. DAVIES

It isestimnted thai
the nverane man f
a day from
worth
tlie nock down what
is he worth from the
neck up

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building
S
Rooms
Santa Fe New Mexico.
17--

EASLEY

R.

EASLEY

&

That depends

Attorneysat-La-

Practice in the Courts
.Land Department,

ft

en-

tirely upon training.
If yon are trained so
that you plan and
direct work ym ara
worth teu times as
much a;i the man
who can wotk only
under orders.

Easley

and before

The International

Correspond

en

ci

Schooli

who is
hand Grants and Tillos examined.
jo to tlu; man
aioriff on
Santa Fe, N. M., branch office, Estan- - struRgnnt
small pay and say to

cia

t

'

x

M

jh.ii

.i.,
GEO. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
Practices in all the District! Courts
and gives special attention to casses
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe. N. M.
DR. W. HUME

BROWN

.. ..

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewlery Store.
Rooms 1, 2. and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours: S a. m. to
And by Appointment

i
j
j

,
t

lt

will not pay you

I

--

SAN FtWMCI

schools

f,

I

H'

est

X

I

i

l iWlJL

I

ic

cheer

cliann

i 1

;

!cst.

New Mexican Want
bring results.
Try it.

THE MAN WHO

Ads.

always

NEGLECTS

HIM-

SELF.

When his condition points to kidney
trouble takes an unwise risk. Hack'
ache, pain and soreness over the kid'
neys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will dis
appear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney Fills. They put the kidneys
and bladder in a clean, strong
and
healthy condition. Sold by The Capi-a- l
Pharmacy.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

i

.r.

..A,

..If

..... .r,,,Aat

i

l,i,.h

e.

tlto

:,,.

one-hal-

"

'".

Your little girl or boy has a natural gift for music. Are you
spoiling it ?
When she hums or shifts at play, she is merely expressing this
natural gift her talent. All children have this gift for music.
Sometimes parents develop it. Often they starve it.
Oftoner still, they spoil it spoil it with a pour piano a
piano "good enough to practice on."
The untrue tones of a cheap piano spoil the ear. The delicate
brain cells which register sound, pick up the habit of untrue souud
a habit which they catmof; unlearn. You know how a singer
with a "poor ear" sings off the key and never knows it.
Yet from a good piano the ear will just as readily pick up true
sound habits habits which mean refinement and taste.
Develop your child's natural gift. Give her a chance for a
true musical education on a good piano. It will mean happiness
in after life popularity perhaps a career.

Co.

What better
Is the place to buy a time honored instrument.
Christmas gift to your boy or girl than one of our rich toned beautiful pianos. We have a plan by which you can afford to give your
child just such a gift this Christmas to give him or her a good
musical education now, instead of waiting until you have saved up
for it. No matter where you live a small payment down will put
a new piano in your home.

y

War and Morals,
war, even the brk i'etil.

l.odgo

1, A. F. & A. M.

CommuniHegular
cation first Monday
of each month
at
Masonic
Hall
at

wiU,

--

Theodore

Tolrtoi.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
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Mrs.

W. (I. Klsmlie,

who Klsnilies would spend their honeymoon
near Sanla Fe, but the house was not
completed until a few days ago. Huge
uoxes, supposed io comani iiiriiiiuie
and household effects, have been arriv- ing at he ranch for some time.
Just how Colorado Springs will take
the blow of Santa Fe's climatic supremacy remains to be heard.
Mr. Klsmlie was registered at the
De Vargas hotel yesterday and drove
It is said Mrs.
out to the ranch.
Klsmlie, who is in Colorado Springs,
will join him at once.
Mrs. Klsmlie's sister, Mrs. William
MeAdoo Moore, of St. Louis, is expected to come here later and it Is said
she will also build a bungalow a short
distance from that of her brother-in-la-

Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandery
T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic JHall at 7:30
No. 1, K.

if

p. m.

WESLEY O. CONNOR, Jr., E. C.
W. K. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Iodge of Per
fection Xo 1, 14th deAncient aud Acgree.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:,"0 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons nre cordially Invited to attend,
E. C. AllliOTT, 32",
Venerable Master.

and sister.
CHAS.
Bishop's ranch enjoys a wonderful
panorama, the mountains in the dis
tance being supremely beautiful under
the ever changing sky.

A. WHEF.LON,

Sec'y.

B. P. O. E,

Santa Fe Lodge No.
4C.0,

I!.

P. O.

The District Investigative commitLafayette, Ind., Dec. 20. An animal
ser KDWARD P. DAVIES,
resembling a horse, yet lacking many! tee of the Vnited States Forest head-that the forest service
met
down
vice
led
Exalted Ruler,
was
characteristics,
equine
13. C. BURKK.
street by a Deputy Sheriff and quarters in Albuquerque on December
Secretary.
taken to a livery stable to be cared 15, and will probably be in session
I t II I
for a full week. These meetings are
.for bv humane authorities.
re tjamp
Santa
The seizure of the animal by the held annuall
A.
KI514, M. W.
comprises (!. A.
meets
first
- rearsou, oi me n. vaie-Monday
mimi
astomslitreatment which has caused
of each month, Odd
station, chairman; Joseph C. Kircher,
ment and indignation.
VisFellow's Hall.
H. of the district office: Hugh G. Calkins,
Fourteen years ago William
national
of the Manzano
iting neighbors welMoore, a contractor, was killed in a supervisor
come.
of
runaway accident. His widow, Sarah forest; Don P. Johnson, supervisor
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
at Silver City;
Moore, said nobody should ever ride the Gila national forest
Clerk.
behind his animals again and that and Robert It. Hill, of Flagstaff. Ariz, A. K. P. ROBINSON,
to a statement of the
in
According
barn
the
should
leave
never
they
F. W. FARMER
riet forester, it is understood that the
they were kept.
Homestead
,iior! inn vpars committee now has under considerar.. ,.t ti,
Brother
scientific
hU experimental and
nor, ti, r,iw is still alive, but
hood of Amerin the forests of
work
investigative
confrom
long
ciated and deformed
ican Yoemen.
The exArizona and New Mexico.
finement.
second
Meets
in natural
cover
problems
periments
years
Never having been shod for
and fourth Monbest
and
artificial
reforestation,
ti a ys
the hoofs, like nails, have kept growof each
methods of cutting timber, methods
month at the
ing until they are nearly a foot high. of
fire
and
by
stock,
damage
grazing
The horse pratically is blind from
Firemen's Hall.
a collection of scientific and statistical
II. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
standing so long in darkness.
data.
The humane authorities have filed
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
The three principal field stations at
affidavits against Mrs. Moore and her
HII
are:
are
conducted
which
experiments
Santa Fe Lodge
son. charging them with cruelty to
The Fort Valley experiment station,
No. 2, Knights of
animals.
the
Fort
Arizona:
Rayard
Flagstaff,
Pythias meets
nursery on the Gila national forest,
NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87.
every Second and
and the Gallinas nursery on the Pecos
Fourth Friday o'.
bladder weakness,
national forest.
the mouth at !
Btiffness in joints, weak, Inactive kido'clock r, m,
ney action and rheumatic pains, are PRESIDENT GOING TO
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Meeting in K. of
FOR
HOLIDAYS.
LOUISIANA
P. Hall
over
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taun
Kaune's store.
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
20
Presi
Dec.
O.
C,
beWashington,
I
wa3
87th birthday, and thought
All
dent Wilson probably will leave here
yond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Knights are most
Miss
for
,
Christian.
Pass
Tuesday
beneKidney Pills have proved most
cordially invited.
about Z miles from New Orleans, for
ficial in my case."
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
his three weeks' vacation. He expects
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
to sign the currency
Monday
gill
nnlFRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
it regular
Lodge No. 238, holds
We
Subscribe for tba Santa
meeting on the first Thursday of each
al
Mexican, the piper tbat boons
month at Firemen's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Clayton, N. M., Dec. 20. The Otto he time and works - fcr the upbuild visiting brothers are invited and wel- land Johnson Mercantile companies ng or our now !STr(come.
BENITO ALAR1D, President.
department store was broken into
How' ThlsT
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Wednesday night and merchandise to
ithe amount of about $200 were stolen. . We offer One Hundred Dollars ReODD FELLOWS,
t
Two Mexican boys, the oldest only 17 ward for any case of Catarrh that
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
land the youngest 13 were arrested
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Santa Fe Lodge
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
early Thursday morning. The young-- i
meets
regularly
est confessed to the theft, and all the
We, the undersigned, have known
'
stolen goods were returned. This is J. Cheney for the last 13 years, and 'ery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broththe third store the boys have broken believe him perfectly honorable In all
Into within the past three weeks, they business transactions and financially 's always welcome.
i
hod succeeded in evading capture be-- j able to carry out any obligations made
OF C.
fore. Wednesday night as the young-- j by his firm.
Santa Fe Council
est was ransacking the store he acci-- i NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
No. 1707, Knights of
Toledo, O.
dentally fell into a showcase, cutting
Columbus.
Reg u a r
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interhimself severely about the face, this
meeting the second
led to his capture and subsequent con- nally, acting directly upon the blood
and fourth Mondays
and mucous surfaces of the system.
fession.
of each month at the
sent tree. Price 75
One of the boys has just been dis- Testimonials
missed from a term in the reform cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- K of C. Hall.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
schools. These last burglaries will gists.
Grand Knight.
Take Hall's Tamily Pills for
mean his return together with the
JOHN J. KENNY, Financial Sec'y.
conviction of his partner.
j
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holds its regular
session on the secfourth
ond
and
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting
brothers are invit
ed and welcome.
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'cupation. And, if longer than that, itook a huge slice of Mexican territory.
done
1 millions upon millions would have to!it Kverytlnng possible lias11, neen
,1
T..oe auueu.
tt,.VUn
i.u,...
If It is a question of protecting the.iacnou, io arouse me people ukmiiibi
f
of the
Not
r,f Amorifpr, eiitrinrntinns iiiilhe northerners
a
Mexico it would be tar cneaper io pay population can read or write, but
these corporations all they might ask clever cartoon and poster campaign
for their holdings and let, it go at has been made- ever since the disorder
l'f"".
1W This enst wouldn't be a drop
readily can understand a picture, and
Mexican
publications have iiiaugn
of occupation of the country. If it is a"
fl,..t lu i,,,.r,l,roil tha
' canoons snow ing t uuie nani as u
"protecting" the Interests of our cap
...5
iitalists in Mexico, is so great, that, !H''"M'"s
annex-t- ,
as a business venture, the cost would enslave tne .Mexican pcopie ny
;ation.
.,i,tDo,i r,,.i,ii,itifo
No retaliation, because of this cam
Tf it is a case of protecting the
nnn- - In Mexico, whose lives paign, has led many of the people to
mav be endangered in the civil strife believe that the United States is afraid
land Insults have followed, it were-me- n
in that country, how about the
to a "point of
who will lose by Intervention and jfore gets down either
honor" or a point of protecting Ara-ioccupafion'
ierlcan interests." A strong man can
The Cost to Mexico.
Outside of all this cost estimated afford to ignore an insult from a drunkan A hut hovniirl patinm Hnn we are pii one. As for "American interests
a very pertinent, question mignr oe
morally bound to consider the cost
to Mexico. The only possible plea for asked of each man expected to do the
invasion would be to "pacify" the fighting
"How valuable, ure YOUIl interests
If incountry to "restore order.1'
tervention were welcomed by Mexico in Mexico"
War and Illness.
by a fairly representative portion of
"Our army in Cuba included the
Its inhabitants or by a strong rebel

I

Itoosevelt.

purchased the Hishop ranch, three
miles from Santa Fe, will spend
Christmas there according to reports
received today.
Jlrs. Elmslie, before her marriage
to the Canadian lawyer, was Miss
Constance Pulitzer, daughter of the
late Joseph I'ulizter, famous journalist
and publisher of the New York World.
While living in Colorado Springs
Miss I'ulit.er met Mr. Klnislie, a cultured Englishman who had moved to
Canada and had become a citizen of
that country. Some time ago Mr.
Klsmlie traveled through the southwest in search of an ideal location in
an ideal climate and he picked out the
Hishop ranch.
At once an architect was asked to
draw plans for a bungalow and soon
afterward a dispatch from California
stated that Miss Pulitzer had become
Mrs. Klsmlie. It was thought that the

-

Send me full information
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In aroma-tigh- t
ans, ever- fresh; cleanly granulated.
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This Map Shows Why the Mexicans Hate Us Why they would, in the
ne Dintr,
10 ' ana ngni us looin ana nan.
Territory that the United States took away
ago. Sections one and three were added in
T 1849 and section two in 1853. And in them are embraced some of the richest country in the world.
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strength and energy.
jlesa than fifty percent
for any kind of work."

Y4

Learnard-Lindeman-

lo jt'iirn

a

So t;'(iiu

l: compar
in o.ie year, demorall Mi't-tof I belts.
!abiy more than thousands
7: JO
jarsons and murders committed in IIikJ
K. R. PAUL, W. M.
by indivd.ial! CHAS. K. UNNKY,
There wtt c jf.nse of centuries
Secreary.
who were fit M-- ' h under the influence or pasbl.'u

Name

Her-'- Or

(li'inlcinti

.Ni'Vcr too In!

jgreat majority of the regulars and
was, therefore, the Mower of the Am- erica n force.
livery officer, other
jthan myself, except one, was down
'with sickness at one time or another.
Very few of the men retained their

Company.
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Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
Ptcase rtpialn, without farther obllpMIon on my
can tju'fy ,or tne P"slU"1. 'fade, or
hw
part,
ptultfssloii liotore wQIcn i naye niarKeu .
Klectrfcal Wireman
Automohile Running
Klectrical Engineer
Toultry Farming
Mecliuniral Draftaman
Boukkeeper
Mecltanlcat Engineer
StcnoRraphcr
Advertising Man
Telephone Expert
Shnw-Car- d
Stationary Engineer
Writing
Teitile Manufacturing
Window Trimminit
Civil Engineer
Commercial llluatrat.
Indualrial Deaienlnff
Building Contractor
Architect
Architectural Drafls.
Concrete
Chcmiat
f Spaniah
numbing, Steam Fitt'g
(rench
Language! 1I German
Mine Foreman
Banking
Mine Superintendent
ClviiSjrvtcel Italian
,

vory niiiny
know notliiiis' itlioul.

No.

international correspondence

time writing out your legal forms
when you can get thorn already printed at the Nw Mexican Printing
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Montezuma

You need not leave
your present work,
or vour own home.
Mark this coupon at
once and mail it.

:c waste your

Tin's is aluiiit soincthinj.
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MASONIC

eral hundred students voluntarily
report advancement
as the direct result
of I. C.S. training.

T. F. TANNUS, M, D.
Specialist in
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 p. m.
Office: Capital City Bank Building.
Phone 52-J- .
Santa Fe, N. li

fnerce. comej
rifAt Homo
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nira' "We wil1 trafn
you for prumutiou
rjgrnt where yon are.
or we wil i ciuaiuy
you to take up a
more congenial lino
of work at a much
higher salary."
Every month sev-

5. p. in.
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II. CANFIHLD.
party in the field to whom the I'nilcd
(
Copyright. ltll:t, by the Newspaper Stales could cousisteul ly grant the
be
Enterprise Association.)
ji'ights of belligerents, liiere would
Without being able to estimate the a fair pretext. Hut all Mexican parties
Ipension roll that would follow a war divided in everything else, are opposed
.'with Mexico or the losses sustained to intervention.
jby the common folks of the 1'nited
Therefore, under such
will have intervention would be in the nature ol
iStates whose wage-earner- s
and
additional bloodshed
to do the fighting and the "occupy-- ; bringing
financial loss to Mexico in order to
ins" of Mexico, we can still pile
quite a respectable figure of actual 'stop the loss noiv going on. Invasion
cost which would necessarily have to to Mexico, would mean a far greater
be spent at the very outset of such a loss of life and property than can be
movement.
jcaused by her own troops in the lield
We have assumed, in our considers and fighting each other.
Ition of this question, that the initial; The cost of a year's war and n
campaign would be over in six orivear's "occupation'' to Mexico and to
Mexican people would be much
eight months at a cost of about ?",-th- e
000,00ft a day. Then, as a minimum, parser than two more years of ihu
jwe would have to maintain an army same sort of warfare that has been
of occupation for six months which going on.
would cost at least $Hl0.O0n,Oen. There-- :
pori h..k ,,f t i(ll. the temper and
jfore it will cost about $450,0110.000. and characteristics of the Mexican people
250.000 men, if we can get through ml,t , considered.
Americans will
with the job in about a year's time! tl0 up hailed as deliverers by any por- But we can't. We would have to tion of the people. All factions have
(keep an army there longer than that. been Inflamed at different times and
different, leaders against the 'grin-led- ,
jGarrisons would have to be establish-,bs
lines of communication kept open, goes." Ilesides, (here is the
subdued. It would cost $2."i0,-- ' lection of the Mexican war of enn- lly
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Chas F. Easley.

FROM

NEWS

Articles on
In the Concluding of His Three Informing and Authoritative
"The Cost of War With Mexico!" Editor Canfield Declares It Would be
Far Cheaper to Buy Out all American Interests There Than to Engage
And he Adds: "In Case of War You'd Have
In Awful Guerilla Conflict.
to do the Fighting not the Millionaires. How Valuable Are Your In-
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are very susceptible to croup, easily Mm(J wr(in out our legal torm,
catch cold. I give them roleys Jinn nben you can get them already printeey and Tar Compound and in every d- at the New Mexican Printing corn
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20,

showed a flash of the form which
made him champion and he had the
Chicago boy worried at the gong.
.In the second round Ad was hissed
when he hit White low and White
also provoked some adverse criticism
by wrestling tactics.
Harry Stout referred the contest.

meet Ebbets at Indianapolis tomorrow, as he planned to do, unless he
was again asked by the Brooklyn pies
ident.
President Murphy, of the Chicago
nationals, expects to go to Cincinnati
tomorrow to discuss a possible
Sox deal .Monday with Manager
Cub-Re-

ji.eed a man. Darring Miller and Wil Herzog.
son I cannot see mat tne caruinais
SOURCE OF WHITE HOUSE
t.ct very much in the trade.
"1 offered Huggins what I believe TINKER DEAL WILL
TURKEYS IS NO MORE
STAND SAY MANAGERS
Has a much better deal than ne got
CHATTERING CHARLIE HERZOG TRADED TO CINCINNATI FOR BOB BESCHER; TINKER PURCHASED
Westerly, R. 1., Dec. 20. Horace
TRADING BEE. from Pittsburg, but he turned me
BY BROOKLYN, WHILE ST. LOUIS AND PITTSBURG INDULGE IN BIG
would have traded him five
down.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 20. At the Vose, widely known as the purveyor
players for Konetchy and Harmon, conclusion of a conference here today of turkeys for Thanksgiving day din
yet he wouldn't listen but lets these between President t'has. Ebbetts of ner at the white house, died today. He
jtwo and another man go for a' lot of the Brooklyn National league club, and was 7;1 years old.
When fifteen years of age, Mr. Vose
President August Herrmann of the
ijmik and a couple of fair men.
"C'incinatl also could have secured Cincinnati club, It was announced that began the business of raising turkeys
President
la better trade from Philadelphia than lhe Tinker deal would stand, but that and during the term of
'anything else I have heard of as belnt; here would be a big trade In players Grant conceived the idea of offering
the choicest of his flock for the presoffered. We were willing to givel in connection with it.
By the terms of the agreement ident's Thanksgiving dinner.' Since
.Doolan, Knabe and any one of my
ached between Ebbetts and Her- that time he has annually provided a
Ipitchers except Alexander and Seaton
for Tinker and Groh. I wanted to mann, Tinker is to go to Brooklyn for turkey for the. white house, though on
of his final gift last
In addition the Brooklyn club the occasion
15,000.
jniake this deal so that Knabe would
have been able to get the managerial In to pay Tinker $10,000 after he signs month his bird shared honors with a
turkey from the south.
v'th that club.
ijob w hich he seemed to desire.
The agreement
further provides
"Of course the Tteds got a nice
club is to have an CENSUS REPORT
'piece of money for Tinker, but what that the Cincinnati
SENDS COTTON DOWN,
i tjtion
on Pitcher Yinglmg tor sts&im
is
more
want
cash
than
playing
they
After Tinker had been mid on Outfielder Moran for $1000.
material.
S v.inl Baseman Dick
New Orleans, Dec. 20 Cotton was
Egan, of the
jslipped his $10,000, Hie Cincinnati manto depressed nearly two dollars a bale by
transferred
was
Gnninnati
club,
had
have
$15,000
only
agement would,
the Census bureau report of this
jleft, and where can it buy a shortstop Brooklyn for $500(1.
it
The option on Yingling and Mornu morning showing 12,923,006 bales ginof Doolan's caliber for that amount of
13.
to
Dec.
7.
These
to
Prior
returns
hold
s
until
!ne(i
January
all
has
The
Cincinnati club
money
were 100,000 bales larger than gener
!lhe money in the world, but cannot find
ally expected even on the bear side.
players for whom to spend it, so it JACK JOHN&ON PARTY
The market opened 12 to 17 points
would have been wiser to have made
TO BOXING FIASCO.
down and during the first hour the de!a trade instead of a sale. The direccline was widened 44 to 47 points, the
tors evidently think so, too."
Paris, Dec. 20. Jack Johnson, the
option showing the most
Tim Tolin. January
Dooin has given up trying to get
'T.Jt,ttl?.o-.,,,,1
'
to 12.28.
- weakness and falling
Tinker. About ten days ago he
Galof
colored
another
son,
pugilist,
a letter from the deposed Red veston, Tex., met in a
con-- !
manager requesting that he disco- test here last night, which ended in a INTRODUCES BILL TO
ACT
REPEAL
ntinue negotiations, as Joe wants to
Tim Bnuctntnrs lnnrilv nrotest-remain in Chicago to look after hi ed throughout that the boxers were; Washinton, D. C, Dec. 20 Declar- Joe Tinker, the Highest Priced Ball business and
does not care to play not fighting and demanded , their ing that the
water
Player Baseball Has Produced. .
with an eastern club. This, of course money back. Many of them left the grant to lhe city of San Francisco was
"by the most insiduous lobby
Thus three records were broken at was before the Brooklyn deal wein hall. The organizers of the fight
plained the fiasco by asserting that ever assembled in Washington," Senone siiung me iiiKiitat iniue cic. through and fell through.
Jack Johnson's left arm was broken iator Works.oday introduced a bill, to
paid tor an individual player; me
in the third round.
repeal; it.
highest salary ever paid a player for OLD HANS WAGNER
';;
During the first three rounds John-- ;
short stopping and the fact that a
TOOK THE CHANCES son was obviously playing with ll,s TUC CUCDUCpn AC
magnate voluntarily gave away real
HE.
opponent. After that it was observed
money without being dynamited.
right hand,
THE HILLS DEC. 23
Pittsburg, Dec. 20. John Henry that he was using only his
Incidentally, with this light shed
s
When the fight was over he com-Wagner known to baseball followers
upon Joey's stipend, the income
as Hans, is growing feeble at the plained that his arm had been injured.
will have a picnic.
"The woods and the hills are a part
an examination of
Doctors who made
traded "Speedy tender age of 39.
Cincinnati also
God's handiwork." From this play
of
the.
fracture
a slight
Bob" Bescher to New York for Charlie
Hans was so feeble that during the certified to
you may, in some measure, feel their
The
left
arm.
the
general influence My
Herzog, the only Giant who has dared 1913 campaign he was only able to ac radius of
play is the story of a
was injured man"
who took the trail that leads to
admit he had brains Herzog admitted cept more chances per game than my opinion is that his arm
in
the
in a wrestling match
early
a woman, and
it and proceeded to use them, which shortstop in the National
league.
caus- the lower ground, and
how she found her way to the higher
is the "why" of his being traded. That's pretty good for one who w '11, week, and that a blow last night
of the bone.
At the Extreme Left, "Speedy Bob'' Bescher, Who Will Greatly
sunlit fields."
Bescher, now the best base runner in on February 24, 1914, celebrate bis ed the fracture
These are Harold Bell Wright's pre
the Effectiveness of the Giants' Running Attack; the Man at the Bat the league, will be a terror under the fortieth birthday.
to
Is
Who
Was Traded
Charlie Herzog,
McGraw
is Ed Konetchy; Below Konetchy
system. Catcher Hartley
liminary remarks regarding his dramLast season Hans took part in 05 WHITE HAS SHADE OVER
NDS.
atizatiou of his celebrated novel The
WOLGAST IN TEN ROU
natl Because He was "Too Brilliant" to Suit McGraw.
Was sentenced to Cincinnati for good contests, had 2S9 putous, 323 assisits,
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FOR RENT
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

20, 1913.

House, Bath Flange and Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Washington Avenue. Price, per month
Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three nnomns, (no
Knee, per montn.. ou.uu
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SIRETV BONDS.
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home today to spend the holidays with ern Union and avoid a suit under the
t
her family.
law, caused an excited ad-- !
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
A. A. Temke, president of the Dem- - vance in the stock of the telephone
ing chamber of commerce, is here on Iconipany at the opening of the stock
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
legal business. He is at the De Var- - market today.
The first transaction in the slock 1
gas.
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $11.95
run iinpr
$18.
TunniT
Attorney Francis C. Wilson went to iwas a block of 2,nno shares, one of
tun
innuHi
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon on legal .the largest blocks of that stock which
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
business. He is expected home tliislag heen handled on the exchange for.
Capital City Bank Building.
to
120
from
Prices
evening.
ranged
years.
PHONK 180.
SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
Miss Frances Leeson and her father j
. a maximum gain of 6 !M
piinls
left last night for Tucson, where it Later the advance was run up to sev
office hours
is hoped the milder climate will bene- - jen points.
fit. Mr. Leeson's health.
A. W. Wormwood
and wife, of the CHANGES ORDERED IN
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
::::
BATTLESHIP COMMANDS.
Espanola valley, were passengers for
from
home this morning, returning
Washington, D. C. Dec. 20. Captain
a three months' visit In Texas.
James II. Glennou. recently ordered
.1.
of
Mrs!
Mr. and
Morgan,
Lyman
to command the battleship Florida,
Ilozeman, .Montana
CC.
fhe parents lot will take the Wyoming to succeed CapS, KAUNE
Mrs. B. Z. McCollough, arrived this tain Frederick 1.. Chapin, who died
Unless you own
evening to spend the holidays with yesterday. Captain William U. Rush,
or blow
see
their daughter.
the Price
who had been ordered to the North Where duality Governs
Mortimer Riley, who is a student in Dakota, takes the Florida. Captain
and Price the Quality
the University ot Xew Mexico, at A- Cha. 1. Pluukett,
commanding the
lbuquerque, will spend the holidays in South Dakota, which will go into re- AFTER
NOW,
this city,' the guest of his sister. Mrs. servo December 31. lakes the North
JOT OF
M. .1. McGuInuess,
at 126 Read street. Dakota.
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
F..W. Clancy, attorney general, who
"Captain Chapiu was more than a
has been in El Paso for several weeks skilled
Danofficer," said Secretary
IF IT'SREAL ESTATE,! HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
::::
past on the' boundary suit between this iels today. "He was a diplomat of ex
state and the state of Texas, returned
and demonstrated ability and
to Santa Fe last night for the Christ perienoo
had served as naval attache in Europe
mas, holidays.
with usefulness to his country. An
ENJOY IT TO THE FULL!
officer from the Wyoming will be detailed to accompany the body to Erie,
A LITTLE HOME
care of your
us
as a representative of the navy."

Gregalo, a resident oil
hoi-from
Old Mexico, has arrived
Toil.!,...!
!!,.
' '..In IW '),, !1V,,I
CihualiUH, and is visiting Mr. and!,, on of disorders
growing out or the
A is.
ernllos
Frank Ploniteaux on
coal strike in the southern
Colorado
load. She was not at home today as
fields, will lie taken up Monday by
visit
some
went
friends
to
at
she
Ithe county grand jury which has been
session here since December 1. AdMr. Ploniteaux stated, however, that jin
n.....T..I.. .I..,.!.. ..n.I
tfiiti ditional instructions were given the
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quick results,
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THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
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Christmas Presents!
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ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!
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Everything In Hardware.
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tsHENRY KRICKes- e-

!

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
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BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
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CHRISTMAS!

WONT
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BREAK YoU TO BUY
HAVE

LOOK,
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COMPANY.

HARDWARE
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PHONE 14.

UNITED
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WE HAVE

"IF IT'S HARDWARE
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Does a General Banking Business.
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President.

J.

B. LAMV,

c
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Let

FOR YOUR FAIRY

OUR HARDWARE STORE IS JUST THE PLACE TO BUY SENSIBLE,
USEFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS. SILVERWARE, CARVING SETS, TABLE
POCKET KNIVES, SHAVING SETS, LITTLE WAGONS, AND
CUTLERY,
A THOUSAND AND ONE THINGS WILL MAKE PRESENTS EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS
WILL LIKEi DON'T
THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY BUYING SOME TRASHY PRESENT, BUT
COME TO US AND BUY A SENSIBLE GIFT.
WOOD-DAVI-

cannot burn
property
away,
B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
the disaster.
and not
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MTHEM OTHER.
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INSURANCE
that
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SPECIALS
worth
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THIS WEEK'S

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

SELHM

-

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES.

j

'

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
1
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IS
IN TROUBLE IN DENVER.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 20. Hearing be
gan in the district court this after
noon on the application of the city and

TELEPHONE COMPANY

JOHN W. MAYES,

take

"WhaMo-eatWorrv-

"
m

REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
SURETY BONDS.

what

Tell us
Groceries you
it all be "JIM CRACKS"
we'll
need
Christmas morning or will it be somewhole family
thing to make the
a
them
happy?
county of Denver for an injunction re
Will you start in the New Year with
straining the Mountain States Tele
a determination
to eliminate the phone and Telegraph company from
SUGGESTIONS:
"COST OF HIGH LIVING" and put disconnecting telephone of patrons'
your savings in a little home of your who have tendered payment in accord
Cranberries,
Turkey,
cwn?
ance with the rates prescribed in the
Mince Meat, Grape Fruit,
In a few years you will have spent Brown ordinance.
enough for rent and "superffuous" llv-- i
The Brown ordinance, adopted by
Oranges, California Grapes,
Ing to have paid for a little villa all the voters at a recent election, fixes
Imported Malaga Grapes,
your own. Quit kicking about hard telephone rates on a considerably lowRaisins, Nuts, Candy,
times and high living and do a little er basis than those demanded by the
reasoning for yourself.
Cigars, Etc., Etc. Etc.
company.
Figure out If you are not largely
to blame for the same thing you com- WILSON GETS ANDREW
plain about.
JACKSON'S WALKING STICK Try
A man told me the other day that
Monarch or Richelieu
Wichita, Kans., Dee. 20. A hickory
he could never get ahead, that he had walking stick, carried
by Andrew
Canned Peas
a big family to support.
Jackson, when he was elected presiThey are better than the
This man Is making about two hun- dent, was sent by parcels post today
French Imported.
dred dollars a month and his large to President Wilson as a Christmas
flockf of children spend more each present from Levi W. Ludlum. of this
;
year for candy, gum and other JIM city.
CRACKS than It would take to meet
Andrew Jackson gave the stick to
& CO.
the payment on his home. MEN and Barney Fox, his neighbor In Tennessee. H. S. KAUNE
WOMEN; it's up to you.
Later Fox gave It to Ludlum with the
"TOWNSEND,"
B-- st
understanding that when. Ludlum got Where PHcm
The Real Estate Man.
too old to "go out much; he should
I
Sea Xmii window display.
For
present It to a Democratic president.
Will

and
deliver
in hurry.

Sf

ar

Oualitv

I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
If you have money to
Money on real estate and other securities.
loan list it with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
high class security call on me.

Room 24 Laughlin Bid?:.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Telephone 194 W.

I

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

(JASPER ST.

Telephone 9 W
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Chairman Hilles of the Republican national committee, who said bo
many lui.iio.i..;:; things just prior lo the opening and during the campaign a
year ago, lias broken nut again in the following manner:
"If we are again to triumph we must have some motive other than a
desire to win. Republicans and former Republicans can go very far in a
protocol of union if a surrender of principles is not involved. We will not
embrace theories of government that are destructive of all we hold essential to the maintenance of liberty regulated by law."
The first sentence is admirable and gives one the notion that the young
man has really said something sensible and has had a regeneration of beliefs
and has shown that he can profit by experience and that he is u more apt
scholar titan those who have been his instructors in the game of politics.
Then he goes and spoils it all and shows the cloven hoof he had
hidden so well in the opening portion of his remarks.
There must not be involved in this protocol of union" any yielding of
""""
principles. Xo, indeed. There must be the same old gang in control and the
same methods must be paramount and there cannot be any yielding of those
and
works
tenets
the
of
all
the
things which have been, for years, the basis
of the old
party.
.None of the theories which are destructive of the teachings of the G. O.
P. can be tolerated as they are held essential to the maintenance of liberty,
and liberty is one of the very foundation stones of the old organization, as
THE BYSTANDER
'attractive browns and giving the most busy with politics and electing
everybody knows. It there is one thing above all else that the Republican
views of the city and the tors and especially with trying to put
SEES IT.
party loves, it is its liberty. It must have the liberty to run things to suit
itself and not to suffer any interference from the people who have no busisurroundings of this wonderful sec-- ' the governor "in a hole." The result
tion.
has been to put the state "in a hole."
ness to butt in.
I do not recall seeing anywhere a and the people of the state know
l.'nder the "protocol of union" there must be no embracing of such things
Swat Him.
more winning view of the Palace of where lies the responsibility and they
as the dangerous and baneful and disorderly and unrestrained and chimeriThe fly season has about gone, al
on these fix that responsibility upon the mem'
cal initiative and referendum or the recall of anything or anybody, and the though we killed one of those great: tile Governors than is seen
There has bers of the legislature.
productions.
control of the legislation and the plum distribution, which is the main thing, big, green lubbers in the office yes- Nusbaum
n.n!n fnnhinn in tl,o (miaoaira nt
naval habn unv nlnfnra Hint cluc-i- flip
shall all be under the management and the control of the national commit- terday, and now we are told to put all ,
was
vis,a that
pears ,. thege ,.)
EOVernor to the legislature
tee and the leaders of the grand old party and nothing shall be done at any swatting force we nave in assaults on
a
,dea Qf ie taxation. He appealed to that body to
an() onp
time without the sanction of tins great leaders of the organization who have the cimex lectulanus. This is a litpresent appearance of this historic old
political differences and con
so ably led in the past.
tle insect that now and then gets Into nlace that is not nuite touched In the forget
iho onnit nf the lavnawrn lmi
.i.w
of
to
the
the
would
people
It would indeed be u Ihing which
the houses where it does not seem as past vl(nva Then there are p1cture8 not the
appeal
logislature wltU that, august
country to have the progressive measures to be adopted, passed upon by if he ought to go, and causes a great !oC t
Dlaza whlcll are particularly al- hn.lv nnlltics was first
It is the insect i,lring an
Boise 1'enrose and William Harries.
j deal of annoyance.
the scenes at the cliff
The legislature is to blame for the
0
commonly known as the bed bug.
dwellings ought to give anyone a taxation muddle.
ur. j. waning jjevenuge, ueiore ine;desi,.0 to go to ,nese ol(I nilnfl
The eglgiature ia to blame for the
themselves some of the truly bad advertising the state is getting.
;,V;,ribeV.nniKheri with the utmost sever- ,nEerence 0,1 . Bafety and sanltation' isee tor
II there is any one thing that
. ... ...
...
i.
sf.a,i,lnlr
rt.nftllnpd
"
"
B
The lpiriRlnturo tn tn hlnme for the
" minute creature,
' is the circulating of reports regarding business, with the direct intention ly this
r"".ii
""""Tr
who
accusing him holds
for the traveler and the one
nt law nnrt the lnx laws. not. the
creating unrest and bringing on a panic in the financial world
of carrying concealed weapons on his wants a vacation that is both unique
governor. Roswell Record.
There is trouble enough and suffering enough and the struggle for ex small person and also innumerable and restful and educational.
istence is hard enough when all is going at the best speed and confidence germs inimicable to man. Germs of
The two birds with one stone idea!
exists between all the people and the busiuess world is In stable and financial leprosy, germs of spinal meningitis,
jwith which I started this ramble was IT WAS THE DARLING
skies are clear.
germs of tubercular infection these that persons could take these pictures!
It is nothing short of crime to disturb such a condition and bring terror are some of the destructive bacteria jin calendar form and make a very!
he is charged with bringing among pretty Christmas present
and misery and calamity upon a people, who are in no wise to blame.
and while!
PROJECT OF
It has just cine to light that stories were being circulated in the east re- us!
(doing this they would be giving to the!
His weapon is the three parted Ancient City a bit of good advertising
garding an alleged business d ptcssion in the city of Detroit and that the
business men of that city were fearful of a season of hard times and that proboscis which he thrusts through among those who know all too little
GIFFORD PINCHOT AND THE GEOLOGICAL
40.000 men were out of employment and that the outlook in that certain the skin of sleeping humanity and of the wondrous west and especially
with-'thmost
was
disastrous.
uses
a
blood
old
town
SURVEY jINDER MARSHALL 0. LEIGHTON
as
he
When
and
historic
of Santa
pump.
city
back to the ears of the business men of Detroit through the raws it, having feasted to the full, It jFe, the oldest city on the continent,
This
IT MEANT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
These calendars are within the limit
medium of letters of condolence which were written by the merchants of the is asserted that he leaves a few germs
A
of the Spug idea. They are useful and
GREAT NATIONAL FOREST.
east. The matter was Immediately taken up by the chamber of commerce behind.
It is a little difficult to swat this they are within the means of all, and
of the Michigan city and the truth set forth, showing that instead of being
a business depression there, was a condition nearly approaching a boom in pest as he is more retiring than the .they are the things that give pleas-flBy HERBERT QUICK.
and show the thoughts
and does not appear in public,
of a
business affairs.
Author "On Board the Good Ship
is
friend.
not
to
This
do
worst
in
an
his
the
darkness
advertisement,
ferring
concerted
was
a
tn
there
prove that
investigation of the matter seems
Earth," "When Glory Ceased ' Etc.
but
to my mind
action on the part of eastern financial and political interests to start the of the night like any other burglar or whenjustI a hint that came
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
saw
blood
the
who
would
calendars
steal
life's
put
your
pretty
thug
circulation of these rumors for ulterior motives.
Enterprise Association).
or the fruits of the efforts which the; up in so attractive a form,
We have all seen the trick.
Gloomy literature has been distributed throughout the east to bring about life blood
.
for.
gives
strength
was
man it Is
imminent.
Dona
a
that
and
was
ticklish
by a
panic
the idea that the condition
The authorities say that the bed
AMONG
THE
very amusing and very mystifying.
EDITORS.
It was fortunate that the stories regarding the one city were so speedily bug can be eradicated
an
applicaby
He takes a huge handkerchief,
disproved and that the true situation in that case, at least, was shown to tion of benezine, kerosine or corrosive
it into a hall in his hands,
be the very opposite, and that the city has not been so prosperous in years.
gathers
Don't.
I
should think it
sublimate, and
rolls it, and wads it up, and compresses
There ought to be a law with the most severe penalty against the men should, but
Don't
ever
to
race
a
narrow
eftry
gage it and at
say if this is not
last, right before our eyes,
or corporations or organizations that circulate such reports, as they bring fective thenthey
go after him with a man on a broad gage track. Clovls the handkerchief
He
disappears.
ruiu and devastation in their wake.
Journal.
room and the fumes of sulphur.
closed
They are done for an ulterior purpose and they deserve the most drastic This will fix him. But if you want to
Easiest.
penalty.
avoid all the awful things that this
The easiest thing for a man to ac j
o
animal or insect or whatever he is, quire is old age if he lives long
carries about with him, show him no enough. Cuervo Clipper.
THE CHANGING STANDARDS
Almost Persuaded.
Indeed: it was once a crime, mercy.
It. used to be a great sin to say "damn!"
Swat the cimex lectularius. Give
Senator Hitchcock is the most con .
alongside that other awful act of smiling on Sunday. The laws they wrote him
the solar plexus and force him and
in those days now seem very queer.
his infernal germs to keep away. It so consistent, in fact, that he has
cusfollows
law
that
of
tell
will
course,
necessarily
you,
Any lawyer
does seem as if this generation is a about talked himself into the G. O. P.
tom and usually lags a good way behind. That is why it often appears so
very attractive one in certain ways.
Albuquerque Herald.
and fussy.
The number of kinds of germs that
Entitled.
Years ago evil persons did much business peddling nasty stories and pic- get after us would seem to Indicate it.
If you should ask us. it is our opintures. Their motive was just hut of the cadet they sought to capitalize
Women Policemen.
ion that
Wilson is entitled
degredation and shame. And so there had to be laws, and pretty stringent
The jokists and the funny men to a card president
in the Waiter's Union, he
morals.
to
and
the
public
protect
laws, to reach them
have been having their jabs at the
fully qualified by his policy in
laws served a good purpose in their time and well COming women policeman thinkin having
Those
Mexico. Raton Range.
meaning folks applauded when the panders to pruriency were indicted and that it would never be a reality and
Should Worry.
HERBERT QUICK,
that if such a thing as a peace officer
punished.
After the government has us tariff
Rut to use these laws, as some extremists are now trying to do, to prevent jin skirts did really come Into exist-his
hands before our eyes,
spreads
... .
,
uc
Hi me juuguicm
an nonesiiy lllienueu,
ui "...
pnlnrert handkerchief
Ine
aIla
...
.
.
... win,
ir- - .till ......
o
l
Dr'gm
in
ro.
It
Ita
.M
nneltlnn
i...
J
it
mensiire
whan
n.
c
nuum win j unci out.
i
WnOieSOUie CailUOr III Uie pul.UC UISCSIU11 Ul nil? umiftciuno uuiibcb w. uic u ouu
one.
,s
.1
can
suits
be
the
In
inheritance
U'O
l.tli..V0
nnnn.-I.inlinil-icfor the boys who are handling the
...... v .
measured,
c... la niiuu.T ..'f,, u.t
.n.
una ul ot.,
m.u,
wnen tne rick
done w Ut a
sort atid all other
.tu for the syndicates to get tax and the inco
The judge in New York who. recently, ruled against the letter but for the
...,...
iiivmuuif, wic uuaiiii5 m uic r
timcii ctut.itoH hv hnlHmiT Hint the factor nf motive was the ininort- material QUI or.
But it has happened, and in Balti- - trusts, the rich should worry. Rock jis not 80 amusing. It has been more
uni iliiiip it kppiiir. in iir. showed the uroner conceulion of his duty.
iinan nan none, Hnn is now heme
Island Tribune.
more
they have a real, live woman
to
out
coin
of
article
of
a printed
profit
If it is the motive
obscenity.
'Carried on toward the disappearance
well
so
It's
Wasted.
Hceman
the
stunt
and
like
nMthiness.
then
becomes
the article
out of a skirting close to the edge of
A great deal of sympathy is wasted ls,ase. with the great idea of conser-omore.
to
are
four
have
that
going
they
unlawful because vicious.
the man who has to foot the bills Vation conservation which has rung
If, when you find out what these womBut if, for a good motive, writers of books or plays deal with social probout ln aU tho Political platforms of
for
not
do
are
an
you
holiday luxuries. If he's foolish
policemen
doing,
lems in the new spirit of frankness which is coming to doubt the value ot
Pasl seven or elSi" yeara
fainto
allow
I
will
one
an
movement
a
is
the
extravagant
enough
jlne
good
say
Do you remember the glorious idea
covering such truths up. then, says, this judge, it isn't obscenity at all, but be much surprised. Much of the work ily to take all the bulge out ot his
rather social service.
of these officers is at night when they pocket book and put a minus Bign be- of the White Mountain and Appalach"Out of the heart the mouth speaketh." A good heart may utter shock- go, accompanied by a plain clothes fore his bank account, he ought to ian National Forests
It was a darling project of the forest
ing or unusual truth, but not filth.
man, to the hotels and the restaurants have to take the consequences with
.
n
in the city to see if liquor is sold to! out any sugar oating. Cloudcrofter. iBervice under Gilford Pinchot, and of
the geological, survey under Marshall1
Can't Expect It
Billy Sunday is now getting his annual assaults from the fellows who young girls or if the girls are taken
are not worthy to tie his shoes, but Billy goes right on making base hits and to the rooms above. If this is being
Montgomery Ward, head of the jO. Lelghton both out of the service
sending others over the plate just as he used to when he was one of the tone the officer gets the names and! great mail order house which bears! now. It contemplated the establish- best ball players in the world.
addresses of the girls and lets their his name, is dead. It has not been bo ment of a great national forest of 70,- parents know what is going on and if many years ago that Mr. Ward was a 000 square miles, to include the Appal- Andy Carnegie has only $13,(100,000 left now, according to the news re- they have no parents, she tries to day laborer but rose to the ranks of a achian- - watershed and the rugged
ports . Well, even at that, Andy has not been forced to cut eggs from the point out to the girls where they are millionaire. This enormous fortune lands ot the White mountains.
breakfast fare yet.
These lands were to be reforested
going and gets out a warrant for the was made in a mercantile establish0
hotel man and holds the girls as wit ment which evidently sold goods on a As long ago as 1396 Professor Shaler
small margin of profit The phenom pointed out the fact that three thou- Tom Lynch knows how the players felt when he. as umpire, ordered them nesses.
She goes to public dance halls to enal success of this great house can
nut of the game. Tom has had a touch of the removal sting and understands
see how they are being conducted; In be directly attributed to persistent,
the sensation.
(Continued On Page Seven.)
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THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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INSURANCE

I

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

?

THE SANITARY

!

SHORT ORDER HEST0OB0NT

I
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O

1
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.

.

11.

W

j
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j

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

REGULAR MHALS.

I Open Day and Night.

j

Best Equipped. Most Modern.
8)

MEXICO.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Meat,
central Location.

Special Dinner Parties. 0

I

L0PEZ,R0P.

ROMULO
SANTA

FE,

-

-

NEW MEXICO,

(?)

if

$

I La Salle Hotel
CHARLEY GANN,

i

Prop'r

European Plan.

RATES: 75c and $1.00

for

PER DAY.

i

DINNER

1

unanami

Shaking the
Dollar Tree.
Mr. 'Dealer, when a national
manufacturer comes into your
city and advertises his product
ln your home newspaper, he is
shaking the dollar tree for you.
He expects you to share the
dollars with him BUT HE
ALSO ASKS YOU TO PICK
THEM UP.
ln other words, he is making
the demand and he expects you
to supply it.
That is your work. You are
a distributor. Your store is the
market place.
The moment the national advertising campaign begins is
the moment for you to let the
public know you keep the goods.
Advertise them.
Show them.
Talk about them. Put them
in your windows.
Gather the dollars that the
manufacturer is shaking down
for you. It's the modern way
ot doing business.
Perhaps you would like some
suggestions. Write to the Bureau of Advertising, American
Newspaper Publishers Association, World Building, Ntew York.

PRIVATE
SERVICE
new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids'
Day or Night at Rea-

the cheapest, and

ALWAYS SEE

Office United States Bank Buildlnf
(FIRST FLOOR)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection

WOODY S STAGE

g

and SUPPER
14 San Francisco Street.
(
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
j
MUSIC

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use Insurance get the best, as it is

8

B
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec- tlon. Steam Heat,

Electric Lights and Baths,

I

FRANK M. JONES,

mmmmmmmmmmmxmm

slight-of-uan- d

j

SANTA FE

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

.

j

e

OF

SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $250,000.00.

SANTA

-

cecDtuhir.

BANK

The Montezuma Hotel

AS

j

NATIONAL

CAPITAL,

Si

MUST NOT BE DESTRUCTIVE

FIRST

THE

.nin

!1 tVll
...IH.
.
...... k ., 'tlt
- KOine..w COllia tfl
ma nw"'vn I, .limit
Willi thn
Keeps
in the underworld, both to be of help one will find out he has goods to sell,
when she can and also to turn back Every man cannot expect to accumu-thoslate a great fortune but he can turn
who will listen to timely conn-sel; and acts as an arm of juudges in a losing business into a prolit produc
their ilenllnss with women and tills. ing concern by the judicious use of
There are few arrests made of the printers' ink. Nara Visa News,
It Was The Legislature,
girls themselves as the plan is to j
The standpat newspapers of the
prevent rather than cure and to see
j Jiat
the beginning does not become state are making political capital of
the hardened sinner. Who can say j the taxation matter. They assume
(
that this is not one of the really big j that Governor McDonald is the
movements of this (lay? Be' preme head of the state and that,
fore we know it we will be getting therefore, any defect in the laws of
away from the force policy and will be the state must be unloaded upon the
H
iving and correcting under the rule governor, especially so because the
of kindness and genuine helpfulness. governor happens to be a Democrat,
The taxpayers see things different- It looks as if the experiment would
result in the appointment of women ly. They know that the governor pra- po'icenien in more cities than Haiti-- j dieted just such a state of affairs as
i now
exist more than a year ago and
more.
Two Birds.
appealed to the only body that had
Now and then we come across some-- : and has power to produce a remedy
thing that we can make serve a double! the legislature to enact a law on
fair
is
the
widow,
it,"
queried
"Why
where we can kill two birds ation that would avoid the present
J
nt.lc.lu tn . hail
Ttia
...... Tiluntv nf.
with one stone and do a aaruina
J ....
1.IU.
I" fii'tlu
Ol , 1VV In
:
woman
a
ior
at the same! time to follow the advice of the gov-jtimindividual
more
one
than
"I suppose," growled the fussy bachThese opportunities do not ernor, there are good taxation laws
elor, "it's because pine is about the Icome
often, but I saw something In many states, and many precedents
very
is.
wood
softest
there
j of
this nature a few days ago when to be followed in framing a suitable
(.Jesse Nusbaum put out those beautiful law for this state, but not so the
of his, done in the most j islature.
That valued body was too
111

e

forty-thre-

is
vestigates the cases of little children aggressive advertising, and herein
left as foundlings at public institu ia lesson for the non advertising mer...
I.M
ft

SETTLED THE WIDDY.

PHONES:

--

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH.

"All of Today's News Today"

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

This bank has given time and money without stint to make the greatest
provision for the convenience of its patrons, so that they may transact their
banking business In all yts branches with the maximum of facility and the
minimum of trouble or annoyance.
Its large,
banking room,
easy of access. Its
vault, its storage spaces and Its arrangement for the work
of the employes admirably fit us for the prompt and efficient despatch of
all business entrusted to us.
In addition to conducting its business in accordance
with
approved
banking principles, It has been tested by more than
years of ex
perience.
i

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, par year, by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall
Weakly, par year.

)

From

LI

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on tha arrival l
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good covered hacKa and foes
way.
teams. Fare 15.00 round trip. Teamt
furnished commercial man io take In
the surrounding towns. Wire EmfcMwi
itatlon.

Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE

& LOFTUS, PROPS.

Rigs and
ail
times at
at
live and let live prices.
Good Teams,

Drivers

Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
SATISFACTION

Phone Livery.

:

:

GUARANTEED
:

Espanola.N.

"THE FA TWO OB"
I've just returned
Ves,
from Faywood Hot Spring
and never felt better In
my life. 'Tis great, and
everyone in the atate
ought to go there. The
treatment you get will do
anyone good, and the train
service and the round-trirate are both attractive.
p

Fapool

Hot Springs Co.

AMBULANCE
A

Up-to-d- ate

sonable Prices.

C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.

GEORGETOWN, TEXAS: J. A.
Klmbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief In a number of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
Sold by The Capital
substitutes.
Pharmacy,'

,Y,

DECEMBER

20,

PACE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

SEVbra

THE CHURCHES.

Best Light on
j The
Still the best substitute for

Cathedral Church,
Kirst Mass at 7 o'clock a. in.
Second Mass at ;):;!'. Sermon in
English.
Third .Mass at 10:30. Sermon in
'Spanish.
At i o'clock p. m., Rosary and nonediction.
Order of Music, Church of the Holy
Faith, Sunday, Dec. 21st.
Organ Prelude .'
Processional Hymn No. i:J
Kejolce, Unilevers". .Psalter
Koice
Veuite
Beethoven
Cilorla Patria
Reed
Henedicti
i

Sixty Years the Standard

i

j

MSB

Any Subject

daylight.

-

!

JR&yo Lamps

0

Durable, simple. Easy to clean and re wick can
be lighted without removing chimney or shade.
At all dealers,

j

room house 0io
KOH KHXT--1- 0
she Klku opera house. Bath electric
lights and range. O. C. Watson & Co.

FOIt RUNT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished.
1). a. I.owttzki, 22fi San Francisco.
Ap-ipl-

"Ue-joic-

A PURE

THE CONTINENTAL

Anon
ISenedictus
Gloria Tibi
(iarrett
"Lead
Sermon Hymn
Kindly
l.Ifilit"
Dykes
Ileethoven
Cilcrla Patria
"When the eWary SeeklOfft.Ttory

CREAM OF

Come to Thee"

jliecesienal
j

Approved by physicians and by food
officials, both State and National.
Awarded highest honors by the great
World's Expositions, and proved of
superior strength and purity by the
official tests.

j

t

No Alum No Lime Phosphate

Hymn

Oft'ertorv
Sentence
Come Emanuel"

P.,D.!.,

Butte

Marry II you an' lonely, the reliit-hie- ,
conlidential. successful club has
eligible memJaige iiunilicr of
bers, bolh sexes, wishing early marriage. Description free. Mrs. Wrubel,
iflox 2(i. Oakland. Cut.

COMPANY

;

Bolte

Athiimirniii.

Salt Luke City

"S

M A IK
IIICI.P Voting men, good
habits. Kxperietiee not necessary. To
etc.
sell Paints. Oils. Disinfectants,
Large profits
iKahiry or commission.
land steady work.
We will help yon.

"(I
"AH

(ionnoil
Organ Postlude
First Presbyterian Church.
H. '. ..McCollough, minister.
are lower over
"Heboid I bring you good tidings of Temperatures
northwest and southern
region,
unto
all
be
which
shall
poo Rockies; rat Iter cold weather is regreat joy
pie."
ported from the Hakotas, Montana.
Fred
.Mellriile,
Sunday school, 9:45.
Wyoming, parts of Colorado and I'tah.
superintendent.
j Conditions favor
partly cloudy and
Morning service, II o'clock.
ithreatening weather, with probably
Hymn "Joy to the World." Xo. 71. 'snow flurries
tonight or Sunday.
Invocation.
Anthem "Arise, Shine." The choir.
Sermonette to the children.
65 BUSHELS CORN
Prayer.
TO THE ACRE THERE
Hymn "O Little Town of liethlc-- j
hem."

Sirlpture lesson.
Announcements and offertory.
Anlln nt "It Came I'pon the Midnight Clear," Mrs. Castle and the
choir.
Without
"Christmas
Sermon
Christ."
'
Were Shepherds."
Anlheni
(Mrs. Frank Owen and choir.
llenediction.
3 P. m. Junior Endeavor.
(i::iu Adult Endeavor. Subject: "The
jXmas Spirit and How it .May Prevail."
7: SO o'clock an Illustrated slereopti
icon lecture entitled "The Land of the
The following
j Christ," by the pastor.
(special music for this service, will be
given:
Anthem by the choir "The Joyous

CO.. Richmond.

jsiW

I'ome. O
ThiliKS

j

As every effort is made in the advertisements
of the cheap baking powders to conceal the
fact that they are made from alum, consumers must READ THE INGREDIENT
CLAUSE UPON THE LABEL on the can
and never buy unless it shows cream of
tartar.

OIL
in Colorado)

Stainer
Anon

ins Rest"

TARTAR POWDER

Denver
Cheyenno

0

(Incorporated

Demtng.

X. A!..

oo. 2ti.- -1

1.

Luna

WINS

$10,000

STORY

PRIZE, BUT HER DAD
IS PROUD BECAUSE
SHE'S GOOD COOK!

Va.

SIX PICK CENT loans on farms, orchard lands, city, resident or business
property, to buy, build, improve, extend or refund mortgages or other securities; terms reasonable;
special
invited.
correspondence
'privileges:
Commonwealth Illdg,
""I"1

"

v

r '

"

RAILWAY

COVICRXMKXT

't'lerk.

Customs-Interna-

MAIL

Revenue

l

Get pre- .Nearly everybody dreams at one "exams" everywhere soon.
tune or another ol going home some pared by . tortner 1. s. t ml hervtce
Free llooklet, L.
day to Hurt a mysterious stranger who .'II. Write XOW.
today. Patterson
(ells him that he has fallen heir to a Civil Service School, Rochester, X. Y.
fortune anil hands him forthwith a
check for $lo.iiuii. The other dav (his
ACTIVK, ambitious men to sell ex-- !
;,.,,.
rl liv
(optionally high class groceries direct
jnij
N(,w J(,rao(.
to consumers. Liberal advances on orsue is Leona Dairy tuple, who, on r.iour bonus system big feature;
ders;
turning from an afternoon walk, found permanent positions; best season al.
(In head of the Reilly Hritton PublishW
band. rite the BIG ilOI'SK today for
ing company, of Chicago, waiting her
particulars, naming county desired.
Al POUTERS,
AIA.VF l''.V"r(:KERS,
WHOLESALE GROCERS.
Secretary-Kxnininer-

,,

(omity Sunday School association has
closed a very suceesslul session here,
the following otlieers being
elected
for tite ensuing year: O. II. I'.ilbro,
(president; (leo. .f. Chandler, vice presl
dent; C. II. Raymond, secretary: Lee
O. Lester, treasurer:
Superintendent
of Temperance, .Mrs. W. L. Sever: Sit
CO., CHICAGO, lLTj
jjOILN SEXTON
perinlendi'iit Teachers Training, Airs.
(OFFICIAL)
J. .M. Barracks;
Superintendent of;
Salesmen We are now assigning
Primary Work. Mrs. I). L. (ilenn: Su
iterritor yto reliable and ambitious
perintendent of Organized Bible Class
Work. Airs. K. 11. Alatthews.
The last
men wiih si lling experience for work
session of (lie association was address
ft r,
with our new
line which will
ed by Rev. K. C. Morgan, J. S. VaugliLi
be ready January 1st. If you are such
!a man our proposition will Interest
Rev. .1. T). Henry and Rev. W. C. Aler-- j
rilt, the latter being a national or
you. To those who are not already
with our line, let us say that
ganizer for the Vnlted States. The as-- ;
it is a guaranteed line of Art and
Bells."
jsociatlou voted (o hold the next annual
Solo by Air. A. J. Tenre "The Birth meeting in Denting.
Calendars and advertising nov-- I
Cellu-lloiC. W. .Rowland, of Plainview, Tex.:
cities in Leather, Aluminum.
(lav of a King."
SOCIETY ALL TORN
Anthem by the choir ' Trust Ye in H. F. Thrasher, Tampa. Fin.; C. L
Wood. Paper, Aletal. Cloth, Cut- '
Reigle, .Milwaukee, Wis. ,an(l K. Al.
UP OUER TWO DOGS the Lord Forever.''
lry, Lead Pencils and Pen Holders.
II is a line that is worthy of th" best
Every one is cordially invited.
jtlleim, of Shal'tou. Texas, are invest!
of the choir of the guting conditions in the Mitnbres val
of the most capable salesman.
members
The
efforts
20. Shorty, a
.New
Hoc.
York,
The Shaw
Free Seeds Coming.
ley todaj
First Presbyterian church:
Write us for particulars.
cording to reports, Lucas and Aladdox
old
little
owned
by
rebulldog,
is
Dr. A. W. .Miller, of Chicago, who
Local farmers are beginning to
had been In a Baloon and some dispute squatty
Advertising Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Sopranoes Mrs. Frank Andrews,
ceive their allotments of farm and arose which finally resulted in blows. K. W. Turner, Garden City, L. 1., and Aliss Florence Brown, Airs. Eva Castle, one of America's tree and soil special
SURgarden seeds from the department of Lucas got the worst of this, and go a $5000 Chow, owned by Airs. Walter Airs. Rank Owen, Aliss Laura Woods. is( is spending a few days in the city.
YOUNG
WOMEN: NUMBER
Mrs. J. Simon, of .Mobile, Ala., moth
Altos Airs. R. J. Crkhlon, Miss
PRISING.
rgriculture at Washington, most of ing away he returned shortly and In- W. Blake, who lives on the opposite
er of Airs. 11. IT. Kelly, and Airs. J. .1.
KUa Aloore. Mrs. Harrington.
those reported bearing the signature vited Aladdox to come out on the
The number of young women who
side of the street, have caused no
of "Albert B. Fall, U. S. S." While street. This Aladdox did, and imme
Tenors R. ,T. Crichton, A. J. Teare. Kelly, of Silver City, mother of II. II.
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nervtrouble.
of
tend
have diately Lucas pulled his gun and be-Bassos C. U Wilson, Fred Mc Kelly, of the Deming National bank.
(he jokesmiths and
ous spells, dull headache and weari- Shorty, according to character wit Bride.
r
are guests at the Kelly home.
had many flings at this custom ot gan shooting. He fired two shots,
ness is surprising. Kidney and
A. A. Temke. president of the Demseed distribution, it must be remem- both of which went wide of their nesses, is about the rankest coward,
Aliss Evelyn AlcDrlde.
cause these troubles, but if
ills
Organist
for a bulldog, that ever existed. Cliil
bered thnt. aipa of the packets sent out mark.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
ing Chamber of Commerce, is at Santa
Foley Kidney Pills are taken us di-- j
rli.t nlav' .with him ridn liim. nincll
Church on Don Fe for a few days on legal business.
is enough standard seeds to plant a
The Home-Likreeled
relief follows promptly, and
Lucas was given a preliminary hear- - .
Hm,
wiu
his
H. B. Strickler reports a yield of B5
fair sized family garden and of the ing before Judge Newcomb yesterday
Avenue.
the Ills disappear. Contain no habit
an- Caspar
of
home
for
at
make
(he
sight
M.
James
bushels of field corn per acre. He had
MISS LEONA DALRYMPLE.
very best varieties that the govern- and was bound over under a bond of
Shinier, pastor.
forming drugs. The Capital Pharmacy.
other dog.
ment can secure. It costs oulv a $:!000 to
At home daily from 1 to 2 p. m. ex- 2:1 acres in cultivation, four acres by
before the grand jury,
appear
a
a
with
arrival
is
check
(he
he
and
As for Airs. Balke Chow,
$Ki,0n0
modicum of elbow grease to plant
the drv farming process, and the
cept Sunday and Monday.
PUBNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Silver City Independent.
little
H5
AleKenzie
street. other 13 being Irrigated from two to Information that she had won it with
exclusive,
very
them and the results, if attention is
Parsonage
LIC LAND SALE,
Green
of
the
He seeks the companionChinese.
Van,' Office of Commisisoner of Public
Phone fll W.
four times. The gross revenue from her story, "Diane
bestowed, will well repay anyone re- IT WAS THE DARLING
no other dogs and gets peev
this 23 acres of land outside of the for-- which she bad submitted in a story-agSunday Bchool !IM5 a. m.
ceiving these "free" seeds to plant
PROJECT OF. ship of
Lands, Sta(e of New Alexico.
11
sermon
ish when they come near.
and work them. Nature knows no
is $1777.1 1. Air. Strickler also writing contest conducted by his firm,
Morning worship and
Santa Fe, N. AL, Oct. 27, lf13.
Miss Dalrymple is barely 20, but
raised some very line potatoes that
Because the Chow's desire to be let a m.
politics, and, after all, we know of
is hereby given
Notice
that, pur(Continued from page six.)
Junior F.pworth League, 3 p. m.
no seed man except our good Uncle
yielded 125 bushes per acre, and a she has been writing ever since she suant to the provisions of an Act of
alone, Shorty's visits to the Blake
Senior Epworth League, 6:30 p. m. very satisfactory acreage of yellow pop was a little girl. She is musical as
uc- Samuel who furnishes the granger his opnrt Rnnnre miles nf mountain lands yard Have not neen welcome.
Congress approved June 20th, 1910,
Evening worship and sermon, 7:30 corn, that will "pop at the slightest well as literary, but her father says the Laws of the Slate of New Mexico,
germs free of cost. Roswell News,
south of Pennsylvania had then been 'casionally Chow would make
m.
as
is
of
fact
that
the
be
across
p.
the
proud
to
calls
the yard
just
provocation,
for human use. The
and the rules and regulations !of the
Family .Meeting. Wodnes
Recovered 44 Head.
Or B, Railey, of leadhill, Ark., arrlv- that his daughter is a good cook as Kin to liniil nftipp tbp Commissioner of
struction had been spreading with theway.
m.
7:30
in
a
won
'n
contest
p.
fil
that,
she
Socorro county people Thursday destruction of the forests. The very
day
$10,000
ed
Deming this week for permanent
Some days ago Chow and Miorty
lands will offer at public sale,
were public
winch nearly lilild manuscripts
residence
morning shipped from here 22 head of bon(,8 of )hB earth were boins wa8h. met ou ,
street. Witnesses don't The sermons by the pastorwillandbe the
to the highest bidder, at 10 o'clock a.
in
choir
the
music
over
known
all
by
consubmitted by authors
horses which were stolen from them ed bare. The soil was being carried
The White Elephant Bazaar,
m. on Monday, the !)th day of Janu
'agree on what started the fight, but special
recently and which were recovered down into the rivers, filling them with there was a fight, and for once in keeping with the Christmas season. ducted by the Deming Woman's club, the I'nited States.
1914. in the town of Las Cruces,
ary,
Hie
eleven
at
sermon
The
subject
here last week by Sheriff Young. The mud, and forcing the government to his life old Shorty proved he wasn't
opened at (he Crystal theatre yesteriC'ountv of Dona Ana, Slate of New
"The
Wise
will
be
o'clock
service
The
sheriff found 16 head of the horses in dredge them in aid of navigation.
Mexico, in front, of the Court House
jail yellow. Chow grabbed him and .Men." Evening theme, "The Immor day and will conclude tonight.
WORTH
Court Marley's pasture and the other
described
the
grabbed Chow. Airs. BaJke decid-I..- tal Gift." We are to spend the day in opening feature being the Bells ot
to call them the everlast-jhfollowing
used
We
therein,
six were In possession of "Red" Dale.
PLEADS FOR ALMS tracts of land, viz.:
ed that Garden City had seen enough
Blackville, which showed many of the
mi.. . n,,., o
.lout,
of God's greatest Rif(
the
observance
Fido" Oswalt is in the county jail
in
of
women
..,.,
,
,
o
Deming
M ,ov,
,,ll,.hsilorty.
Section 36:
; leading society
The West half W
to man.
of the bazaar
charged with having brought the
burnt cork. The
Air. Turner didn't want Shorty to
of the hills "whence cometh our
Phidi'Iuliia, Dec. 20. Driven from Township 19 South, Range 2 W N. M.
service will he In will be used for proceeds
The
horses here from Socorro county. spoke
Car
of
the
benefit
the
did
(he neighborhood
now our destruction go. Neither
New York, after being exposed by P. M., conlaining 320 acres, more or
The
charge of the Sunday school.
Seven of (he Worses were sold to strength"; but
fund
rlitirilMliIe orirHiiiMlions.
"Mind Al" less; there are no improvement on
we have slrip-pe- children and some of their elders. Christmas
will be Illustrated, negie library
story
Court Marley, six to "Red" Dale and cometh from them, for
.
enrolled
are
New students
being
Unn.n
them of their forest cover, and, if But friends of .Mrs Balke agreed with and a tree will be Illuminated in true
rir.w(
and NK
this land, also the W
nine were left ln Mr. Marley's pas,
L
and
every day lu (he Deming schools
wish to know what conies from her.
the world, has ioined (he army Section SB, Township 25 South, Range
Christmas fashion.
ture. The Socorro county people ar- you
it Is only a question ot a snort time
Drofessiom.i
nierchalist here and!,, v at r. m
ask Dayton.
So the social feud started, and It
ntaininir jsn nrres
The public is cordially invited (o join
rived here Saturday and after identi ithem,
will have to is
a harvest from Christmas more 01. it,ss. the Improvements on
So we spread our splendid fabric widened, when Air. Turner was sum- with us in the worship at any or all when additional buildings
reaping
the
to
horses
them.
made proof
fying
be erected.
moned to answer Airs. Balke's charge of these services.
shoppers with his pathetic pleas for tnis )an(1 conB'jst of one room adobe
Oswalt is also charged with having if' i'"P,;ovement;,. Wf
Christmas trees will be the feature a'd.
to the com
was
a
menace
that
Shorty
"
house, one well and fencing, total
Marstolen 22 head of horses from
at most of the Deming churches.
munity.
Investigations by New York charit-- ! value S1K5.00, no bid will be accepted
tine Chaves and Billy Kendall, Pablo
able, organizations lhave established for less than $2.1.00 per acre, which is
Berttram Gardner, a prominent lawFrescos and F'rank Wallace. These filling up of
A MAN CAN HOLD AN
that Bernstein is worth at least
'
the appraised value thereof.
yer, appeared with Mr. Turner. The
were disposed to A. H. Marshall
SHUT.
MOUTH
ALLIGATOR'S
the stream flow court room looked a pink tea for
and is the owner of tenement
The ahove sale of lands will be suband Sheriff Young recovered them horsepower regulate
a
The
of
reptilei
raiiKC
Although
temperature yesterday
houses and other real esta(e in New
navigable all the year Garden City fashionables. The hearto the following terms and consome time ago near Tatum. Thurs-- ' make. tlie
In
ject
is
home
at
the
relaKl
was
from
lo 2S; the average
perfectly
alligator
York.
round, and save the everlasting hills ing was adjourned to call more
viz.: The successful bidders
which
ditions,
means
day afternoon before Judge Bell OS' to be the sources of our
muscles
water.
of
cent.
The
By
tive humidity was S2 per
strength In
Philadelphia is a virgin field for must pay to the Commissioner of
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Bernstein, and he has already proved Public
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stolen horses from Afartlne CUaves.
temperature of 8 degrees below the it can dive and capture and eat Its himself an artist in seducing elusive such Lands,
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There has been
money appropria- Should Convince Every Santa Fe
shoppers. For several days he has 4 per cent interest in advance for the
Miraculous Escape.
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enormous mouth, srrong enough to;afternonB B"d evenings. He sits on ftes for advertising and appraisement
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Bismarck,
Amarillo,
The frank statement of a neighbor,
ed the residents in the business por- reservoirs have been forgotten. The
and all costs incidental to the sale
crush a dog or bite a plank into, are a canvas stool and grinds out plain12; Cheyenne. 6; Dodge City, 21;
tion of town. Later in the day James 'water power people have seen to that. telling the merits of a remedy,
all used to close it, so that tive music from a wheezy little or- herein, and each and all of said
practically
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24; Flagstaff.
Bids you pause and believe.
Lucas was arrested at his home on An assistant forester has been at work
a man can easily hold the jaws clos gan. On his breast hangs a square amounts must be deposited in cash or
tion, fi; Helena, 8; Kansas City, 3s; ed
the certified exchange at the time of sale,
of tin on which are inscribed
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Texas street on a warrant charging wrestling with the landowners of the
merely by the pressure of his
48;
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Modena,
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Lander, 4;
words, "I am blind."
Appalachian region for two or three j By some stranger far away
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A Santa Fe citizen testifies.
reptile has lap, he hangs out an appeal with Hjbidders do not execute a contract
family.
Casey, and Lucas offered no resist- - j'n the daily papers
14; San Francisco, 40; Spokane, 20: shorter
Read and be convinced.
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it less touch of yuletide spirit in it, as fol- - within thirty days afler it has been
ence. WTien arrested his face was been rendered in the federal court
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"Don't forget (he blind."
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Mrs. Dominic Rodokrs. ot San FranriKO, Calif write
For sale by ail dealers. PrTce 50 is relatively low along the Pacific.
319 Pine St, Green Bay, Wise, writes:
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in the latter
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Medical Discovery' that thmagh their use I am naw cured of th
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take no other.
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"In view of the overwhelming mass of evidence
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j

antagonistic to alum, it is recommended that its
use in baking powders be prohibited by law."
United States Senate Committee Report,
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F. ANDREWS
XMAS

A MERRY

Wishing You

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

(

Phone No. 4

PhoneNo--

ANDREWS

4

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appsnl to everyone--Steins- ,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reisona'jle. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been ,oid.

H. C. YONTZ, JtfvVELER,

T

P

i'

SAN FRANCISCO

-

H

STREET,

mm

7

v.

Santa Glaus made no mistake, ealllna at "YOUR RELIABLE HARD
STORE." Santa Claus is a shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the following:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAS, PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
AND TABLE
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FOKS, TEA SPOONS
COASTER
SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
EQUIPMENT, BOY'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
RIFLES.
And many other things In the Hardware line appropriate for Christmas presents.
WARE

JOF A HOLDUP

-

j

j

i

-

and Every

y

Day. You May Find, Something
New and of Interest !

j

office.
New Incorporation.
The Quay County Development
has filed incorporation
commis
with the corporation
sion. George Mindeman of Endee, N.
M., is the statutory agent for the comThe capital stock Is $250,000,
pany.
divided into $t shares. The incorporators, their addresses and the amount
of stock held by each, are given below: George Mindeman, Endee, N. M.,
40,000 shares; Adolph Vorenberg,
M. B. Golden-berg- ,
ten shares:
Tucuincarl, ten shares; C. H.
Alldredge. Tucumcarl, ten shares; Peter Loverlch, Chicago, 30,000 shares;
George H. Monahan, Chicago, 50,000
shares; Albert Pietsch, Milwaukee,
shares.

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa

Fe- -

FZFCOZLnTIE

--
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Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

H3P

MODERN

AND

ALWAYS
LARGE

LOBBY

fj

I-

r

-

COMFORTABLE
SWINGS

PORCH

and ROCKERS

the Uest in the
Ampte fsoilltle. formic
t
ami small banquets.

yST--

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN

PLAN.

JKcals a la Carte.

With Bath, $2.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
Room

SPECIAL KAILS
BY

THE WEEK

AND

RETAIL

SEED.

Agentt For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

I

Ad kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packag;

I

PTS'

ALAMOSA

I

FOOD.

LEO HERSCH

CONGRESS

THE

;

COUNTY

CASE.

Took up

administration

The Real Article

'
puted points.
Representative Taylor, of Colorado,
introduced a bill to establish ten mine
experiment stations, to be located in
the discretion of the secretary of the
interior.
Secretary Garrison testified before
house appropriations
on fortifications in advocacy or his estimates for fortification work.
War department asked for urgent
deficiency appropriation of $2,250,000
for unskilled labor on the Panama
canal.

NAMED FOR
AN ILLINOIS BANK.

De.
Chu,ago IIL
Judge CrPm,er
today

appointed

legal.

we'll

that you get it.
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SANTA FE, N. M.

HOLIDAY VALUES
SPECIAL SALE
ivnawmammmsammmmmmmamm

Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday,

currency

bill to appoint conferees to work with
the senate managers to compose dis-

RECEIVER

tw

The Clarendon Garden,

House.
Met at lo a. m.

iceiver for the- nrivatn hnnlr nf" Inhn
IU.
Evarts. at Plainueld. ",,
The bank
has been closed several days.
The petitioners for the receivership
charged that Evarts "conveyed, transferred and concealed" portions of his
property with intent to defraud bis
creditors.
ECONOMY DOES NOT ALWAYS
Evarts disappeared Thursday and
MEAN LOW PRICE. THE TRUE
has not been located.
IN
BUYING
LIES
ECONOMY OF

Denver, Colo., Dec. 20. Hearing of
the application for an order requiring
Secretary of States James B. Pearce
to call a referendum election on the
bill creating Alamosa county, continued today In the district court. Judge
PORK SAUSAGE made at the
Perry this morning ruled that sigua-- j
tures to referendum petitions, when Thomas Ranch. II your Orocer
listed from hotels and hospitals, are hasn't it, phone us, 74 J, and

pi

house.

com-ipan-

. j

j

m4T

BUY A MACKINAW FOR MAN OR
WOMAN; A SUIT OF CLOTHES OR
SHAFF-NEAN
HART,
OVERCOAT,
& MARX MAKE, AND GET A
HAT FREE. NATHAN
$5 STETSON
DAY IN
SALMON.
Music Lessons rrof. I. L. Tello,
Senate.
who has studied In Berlin, w'il be
Met at noon.
in
to
lessons
vio'iu,
give
pleased
Conferees on the currency hilt preand piano. Terms or. applica
to meet representatives of the
pared
of
255
residence
tion. Phone
W.,

j

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
1

change
police duty.
will he made in the details of marines
to the battleships.
The marine brigade in the Philippines will be reduced from 900 to a
guard of 150 men to be distributed at
Alongapo and Cavite. Details at Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii, Panama and Guanta
muno will be reduced to 105 men at
each station. The legation guard at
Peking also will be reduced if condi
tions in China become more stable.
"These changes," said Secretary
Daniels today, "are made in order that
men may be available for the estab
lishment of advance base stations
where large bodies of marines would
be concentrated and kept ready for instant service whenever they may be
required."
One of the advance bases may be
on the Pacific coast, another may be
at Pensacola, where 850 marines al
ready are established and another
probably will be at Philadelphia, as at
present.

i

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
kit ALFA

Pharmacy, The Itexall Store.
Only 11 Above This is the question
asked today by people who walked
home late last night and who heard
the report of the weather bureau that
the mercury had dropped last night to
"I am confident that it
11 above ft.
was four degrees below at our home,"
said a Santa Fean today, "for I observed the thermometer at 2 a. m., just before retiring. Why, it was cold enough
to crack the window panes."

j

i

Sill

City Bank building, telephone 52 J. Office hours 9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. tn.
Banjo, Guitars, Mandolins and Vio
lins at much reduced prices, zook s

j

j

ft

OF
FURS, BATH ROBS AND KIMONOS
AT
DISCOUNT
AT 20 PER CENT
THE WHITE HOUSE.
Dr. Tannus, the Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat specialist, offices in Capital

Frank Plomteaux, 114 Cerrillos street,
Santa Fe.
Fill a Stocking The grand march
to (he high school continued today
and more groceries, clothing and other
donations were delivered there by the
schools
The
charitably inclined.
have undertaken to see that there is
Water Filing.
not a disappointed family in the city
John V. Glidden, of Maxwell, N. M on Christmas morning, and for the
847
ihas filed water application No.
of receiving your donation,
'with the state engineer. iHe asks for purpose
the school building will be open from
4.43 second feet of water from the 9 to 4
daily to and including Wednes;Red or Canadian river to Irrigate 12S day.
acres in township 27 north, range 23
ONYX AND PHOENIX SILK HOSE
east. He will pump the water 35 feet FOR GENT'S AND LADIES, EVERY
from the river to the irrigation ditch PAIR
AT
THE
GUARANTEED
which will be 9G0 feet long.
WHITE HOUSE.
Elects Officers Last night the H.
Working on Taos Road.
F. Stephens Iiible class of the First
Active work on a road from Taos
Presbyterian church met at the home
ito Caliente switch on the D. & R. G., of
Mr. Stephens and had a social and
according to John E. business session. The following offl-- ;
8 is in progress,
Powers, who returned Inst night from cei s were elected for the year: Ira
jTaoB county. According to Mr. Pow-er- Rawson, president, Frederick Snyder,
N
the Taos county road board and vice president Prof J. A. Wood, sec- the Ranchos Land and Orchard
.
L.
.
are building the road which, er. The
devotional exercises oi tne
when completed, will make Taos much class are held every Sunday morning
easier of access, as well as assuring a at 9:45 in the First Presbyterian
dozen miles of good road from Taos church.
towards Santa Fe on the proposed
25 Per Cent Saving on things you
Santa
highway.
will need to buy for Xmas. McClintock
& Wright.
STILL HEARING THE
j

WHOLESALE

Wright.
THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT

j

AND VERANDAS

py "
IKI'-

s

Albuquerque

162

A Fine Chrislmas Gift!

NATHAN SALMON.
j
Read the adv. of

vw

These states either had no
wild turkey or the species has become
extinct, at any rate they wish to in- troduce the breed into the hunting preserves where under the most careful
prelection this splendid game bird will
be propogated for the pleasure of future hunters.. The New Mexico de
partment is not averse to snaring mis
state's wild turkeys in limited numbers with the other states mentioned,
but the wild turks must be considered
in this matter, and must first be
caught before they can he sent to California or any other place. All of
which leads up to the statement that
if vou think you can catch a few, a
permit to capture them and $7.!0
apiece for all you can capture may be
obtained at the slate game warden's
state.

To-da-

HATS

CAMPS

The Reliable Hardware Store.

At Our Window

1913.

MARINES

BRAKE-GUARAN-

SPOONS.-CARVIN-

$10 BECAUSE

20,

MISS A. MUGLER

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

BANK RICHER By

DECEMBER

A
MINIMUM
ALWAYS.
PRICES
Vancouver, B. C, Dec. 20. The BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS,
YOU.
WILL
CONVINCE
& TRIAL
McClintock
Hank of Ottawa, of this city, is $10
NATHAN SALMON.
NOVELTY RIBBON PIECES,
The famous land cane now before Wright.
United Stales District .1trt?8 Cot I era 1
Manual
manual richer as a result of an attempted
The
Born To .Mr. and Mrs. Alejandro
Training
Plain or
i ii
the United States district court Itomero, of Vpper Palace avenue, on: training department at the high hank robbery by two armed banditB Handsome Plumes,
Fancy
to
today.
be
over soon, according
here, may
school offered the hoys' an avenue for
Saturday, December 2i, 1913. a son.
Shortly after the Robeson Street Ostrich, which will make an eleexpressions of attorneys at noon
SHOP- - providing their Christmas presents at
j
DO
YOUR CHRISTMAS
of the bank opened, two young gant gift ; also many other artiPING AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
ia small cost, and at the same time branch
The suit involves two and a half j Personally you do not welcome pi es-- ! something worth while. As a result men presented themselves at the tel- cles I carry will make Xmas gifts
million acres in Old Mexico and wasionts "made in Germany" nor do your last night una today ana tor tne nrst ler's window and asked for change for
instituted here when the Palomas friends. Manifest your pood taste by three days of next week the. manual a $10 bill. As the teller reached for
La nd and Caltel company and the selecting sepia photo studies at the training room will be found crowded his cash, the men drew revolvers and
Dublin Water and Colonization com studio of T. Harmon Parkhurst. oppo-- i with boy carpenters and cabinet commenced shooting. The teller dropSOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
workers. Last night there were 30 ped behind the counter until business
puny, the latter a Mexican corpora- site the Montezuma.
men
in
the
the
at
the
in
few
a
hours
neighborhood,
hearing
departa
filed
for
a restraining
Cards
boys put
Hand Painted Christmas
tion,
petition
order, in the United States district Beauties, too at Zook'u Pharmacy, ment. This morning more than a uoz-- I reports, rushed in and frightened the Telegraph company and the Commeren
were at work, and the class of would be robbers away. They had
court, naming AValler D. Hawk, A. A. The Rexall Store.
cial Cable company rivals of the West- Christ- - goods they are turning out would make failed to reach the bills on the coun
Christmas Entertainments
Tempke, and the Northwestern ColoTele-le- ft
In
ter
and
their
one.
to
hasty departure they em Vnion and the American
any
nization and Improvement company, mas exercises were held in every a creditable present
their $1fl hill behind. A heavy phone and Telegraph company, issued
of Chihuahua, as defendants. Hear- - room in the public schools yesterday
Bearers Named The pall
Pall
the following statement this after- ling of the petition began at once he-- j and many parents and patrons of the bearers at the funeral of Mrs. Guada- fog aided their escape.
noon :
fore Judge John H. Coltrel of Guthrie, schools attended. Some half a dozen lupe Miera, which takes place at S
"It has been a bitterly fought con- Ok la., sitt ing for Judge W. H. Pope, Christmas trees were displayed in dif-a- .
m. Monday from the Cathedral are CRIPPLED BATTLESHIP
The result is a gratifying solu-- ,
ARRIVES HM PORTitest.
who is in St. Louis.
ferent rooms, and exceptionally wor-ia- s
follows: B. M. Read, Alexander
Rotue wl,ole trouble. We hope
of
tion
M.
The plaintiffs seek a temporary re- thy programs given.
20.
John
Garcia,
Dec.
Va..
Pflueger,
Norfolk,
The crippled
Read,
25c Neckties on sale only 19c each man L. Baca and Benigno Hernandez. battleship Vermont arrived at the Nor-- ; ann believe It will work out so that
straining order against the defendants
them- at McClitock & Wright's.
to prevent them representing
Relatives or .Mrs. Miera are expected folk navy yard at 9:30 a. m. todav in 110 further cause for complaint may
selves as the legally qualified repreThe plants have come. What more to arrive tonight and tomorrow morn- tow of naval tugs which stood by her exist. either on the part of the
sentatives and agents of the North- acceptable Christmas gift than one of ing to attend the funeral.
or on our part. Anybody with any
in Hampton Roads last night,
at all could have seen dur- western company, preparatory to ask- these, at Clarendon Garden.
Evenings To accommodate The Vermont, though badly cripple.!, perspective
Open
&
Past few years that there
ing for a permanent injunction against
the was in no danger. She will be ex- FOLLOW THE CROWD AND DO the federal and stale officials
y
the defendants.
AT studio of T. Harmon Parkhurst will amined and docked at once at the wollll 'e an end to a huge combina-nnvTRADING
YOUR CHRISTMAS
A brilliant
was to throt
j tin whose chief purpose
array of legal talent THE BIG STORE, WHERE QUALITY be open !) a. m. to 6 p. m., and from 7
yard for repairs.
tie competition in order to control ana
gathered around the long table In the MEETS PRICES.
SAL- to 9:30 evenings.
NATHAN
court room again this morning as MON.
U. S. D, STRICT ATTORNEY
monopolize.
FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OUR
IN IOWA IS DISMISSED.
yesterday afternoon.
"We feel grateful to the administrasniall MANY CUSTOMERS WHO CANNOT
Art
Nusbaum's
Calendar,
That the issue "is a simple one,"
Washington, D. C Dec. 20.- - Attor- tion and particularly to Attorney GenBromide en- DO THEIR SHOPPING IN DAY TIME
and
Hoyal
sepia
prints
Oar-field,
was the declaration of James A.
of local scenes are just the OUR STORE WILL BE OPEN UN ney General McReynolds today tele- eral' McReynolds for the result. The
who is one of the lawyers repre- - largements
graphed United States Attorney Van department of justice took the matter
Xmas gifts. At Weltmer's TIL 9 P. M. THE WHITE HOUSE.
for
thing
He brought
jSenting ,the plaintiffs.
Wagenen of the southern district of up on its own initiative and. without
the
at
Studio
or
a
Nusbaum's
store
for
in
suitable
Boxes,
gift,
Cigars
smiles to the faces of several law-jyer- s Museum.
Iowa that he had been removed from any attempt to shift or evade responThe
at
and
all
sizes
Zook's,
prices
yesterday by his sally that he
office by President Wilson. No charg- sibility, the attorney
Manse Yesterday after- Rexall Store.
general has
at
Married
(sought to keep the defendants' "not noon at 3:30 o'clock, A. Logan Hick
es have been filed against Van Wage- brought about this complete solution."
Spanish Dance Tonight The real
jfrom representing, but from Misrep- man and Jlargaret Adams both of
not
but
the attorney general has
dances, danced in all their nen,
resenting," themselves as the legal Flora Vista, N. M were united in Spanish will
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